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Rockland, Maine, Thursday, August 3, 1933

Subscriptions $3<M) per year payable In
advance; single copies
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Oaaette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was establlshed and consolidated with the Gazette
In 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and tn 1891 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

Matter To Be Voted On Sept. 11 Has Had Much Study—
Origin Of This Charter Explained

THREE CENTS A COPT

TEXT OF THE NEW CHARTER
The full text of the City Manager-Council Charter, to be voted
upon Sept. Il by the citizens of Rockland, is presented in four install
ments for the consideration of the piople. Comments and suggestions
are invited, either sent to the Civic Affairs < ommittec of the Chamber
at 447 Main street, or sent to The Courier-Gazette for publication.
All articles must be signed.
This advertisement is paid for by the Chamber of Commerce and
b, printed without prejudice either for or against, hut with the idea
that the citizens should be fully informed as to the provisions of the
charter.
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Thursday
Issue

Volume 88.................... Number 92

SHALL WE LOSE RED CROSS?
In This Crisis The Community Chest Makes An
Eloquent Appeal To Our Citizens

The feeling that the city manager tee made up of two members each
and council form of government for of the Rotary, Lions and Forty Clubs
To the People of Rockland;—
Rockland might be an improvement the Amerlcun Legion, the Business
and Professional Women’s Club, and
on the present system has been in the the Women's Educational Club. Its
There is no use avoiding the issue. The Red Cross of Rockland
IK********* *•**•**•>««* **************-******gt minds of many citizens for a con function was to consider the prob
is in grave danger of being compelled to abandon its work in our
TEL. 92
92-93
city. The first of August has passed and the treasury is empty.
What sculpture Is to a block of *•* siderable while. It is soon to be vot lem from all angles, and one of the
WHEN IN BO8TON—You can buy
ed upon at a special referendum things it did was to arrange a pub
copies of The Courler-Oazette. with the '•* marble, education Is to a human
It is unthinkable that thr people of Rockland will allow that
home news, at the Old South News *•* soul.—Addison.
—• election in Rockland, by which the lic meeting at which City Manager
condition to remain.
except that it shall meet regularli
Agency. Washington St., next Old South 1 *•*
STATE OF MAINE
Ford of Auburn, who has held that
Church; also at M Andeiman's 284 IK
.*.
proposed new city charter, which em position over six years, was to speak
In this grave emergency the Red Cross has appealed to the
twice each month.
Tremont Rt
bodies the city manager council and explain the form of city govern
Community Chest Association from which for ten years it has
Sec. 5. Special meetings.
Spe
plan, will be adopted or rejected. ment under which Auburn carries on IN THE YEAR OE OVR cial meetings may be called by the | received its funds. The Chest had practically decided to forego
1 With this issue begins the publica- Just before the date of the meeting
mayor, or by a majority of all the . its drive this year, but at a recent meeting gave permission to the
LORO NINETEEN HUN
Judge Butler died, and a postpone
1 tion of this proposed charter, and it ment out of respect to him was the
members of the council. Notice of
Red Cross and Elie Home For Aged Women to undertake a
DRED THIRTY-THREE
! seems well that the citizens of Rock- result.
Before another meeting
such meeting shall be served in per- i
campaign
for necessary funds. In turn these two organizations
I land should know how it came into, could be worked out Mr. Ford was AN ACT to Grant a New Charter son upon, or left at the usual dwell -1
have asked the Chest to handle the drive. The amount asked for
[ existence.
engaged by the Baptist Men's League
ing place of, each member of the |
to the City of Rockland.
ti.
ji .. 1I His
10 talk
to them onwas
the same
subject.
by these two wonderful institutions is $3000 which will carry
The initial ___
move iin .vi
this direction
presenUtion
intensely
incouncil and the city manager.
on the work until April 1st 1934.
I was the result of the urging of the ( teresting. and it is a matter of genuBe it enacted by the People of the
Sec. 6. Quorum. A majority
The work of the Home for Aged Women is too well known to
late Judge Walter H. Butler, long a ine regret that more citizens did no State of Maine, as follows:
of the members of the council shall
call for argument. It has become an integral part of our com
: student of good government, and J bear bim.
vs.
constitute a quorum for the trans- I
I uctive in its promotion. As a director ! The inter-club committee, feeling
munity life. Its affairs are economically and faithfully admin
ARTICLE I
of the Chamber of Conuperce he felt ’hat the whole question was of sufflaction of business, but a smaller
istered. The financial depression has resulted in some material
and said that the Chamber should [ dent importance to warrant giving
Grant of Powers to the City
number may adjourn from time to
loss to its invested funds, as well as in its cash resources. Rock
j lake up and sponsor an effort to the people a chance to study and
Ser. 1. 1 ncorporation continued. time or compel attendance of ab
AT
secure a council-manager form of j vote on it. appointed a sub-committee
land will not let it suffer.
government for this city. He did this
S?° over the charters of the seven The inhabitants of the city of Rock sent members.
•
The Red Cross of Rockland has more than justified its exist
ST. GEORGE, 3 P. M., DAYLIGHT
because of his feeling that only ln « » towns in Maine that have city
Ser. 7. Rules anil procedure. j
ence. Its bedside work, its yearly examination of school children,
this way could a non-political, non- manager government, and to draw up land shall continue to he a munici
its co-operation with the city physician, its dental and maternal
partisan and strictly business admin- onp that In their opinion would meet pal corporation under the name of The council shall keep a record of i
j istration of the city's affairs be had the needs of Rockland.. The charter
its
proceedings
and
shall
be
the
{
clinics,
its wide range of social relief activity—all these make it a
The directors of the Chamber felt that is now being published Is the thr city of Rockland and as such iudge of the qualification and elec
vita| necessity to Rockland.
Admission 23 Cents
that the matter was of wider inter- result of that work. It was submit- shall have, exercise, and enjoy all
Its overhead expenses have been reduced to a minimum. It has
1 est than just its own membership,, ted to the last session of the legisla- the rights, immunities, powers, and tion of its own members. The coun
and that it was worthy of careful1 ture ant£ a public —
hearing
held
—— —-o was
— _____
• ..
I 1 II I
I•
I cil •mav
•••*» UCtVI
determine
Ullin IIS
its UtVIl
own Irules
Ulin All
of
honestly endeavored to operate at the least cost consistent with
uKeS;
ra r
SU J7
I procedure and punish members for
| study by all civic organizations. Out °n
efficient service. Miss Eliza Steele has shown herself to he a
1 of this there came a special commit- passed the legislature with a refer-,a|| the duties, llab,I,ties, and oh- , • .
faithful servant of those in need.
pnrinm
clause
attached,
which
means
i;,
,
t
,
misconduct, 1 lie meetings of the
endum clause attached,
that the citizens of Rockland must ligations provided for herein, or council shall lie open to the public, j
Now, Rockland friends, stop and think! The Red Cross of
REMEMBER!
accept or reject the new charter a* otherwise pertaining to or incumyour city must cease to exist unless you make possible its
shall act only by ordiThe dog is the only animal that will a special electlon held for that pur- bent upon said city as a municipal I he council
,
,
, ,,
leave his kind and follow man. I have
continuance.
.•
*j mat enact ordi,• nance, order, or resolve; ,and all
The. date
date. Sen*
sep. ii
it, and
ana other
oin r corporation;
and
A Lecture illustratid with Motion Pictures, by
extra fine POX TERRIER and Black pose
A campaign is on. It will be conducted through the columns
: governing the vote, are!
, ,
. ' , .
ordinances, orders, and resolves, exconditions
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS Wonderof ,e hill
inances’ bv laws and regulations not K .
.. _
...............
of The Courier-Gazette, which, with fine spirit as always, has
COMMANDER DONALD B. MacMILLAN
cept
resolves
making
appropriations,
ful companions for children. Go
selection of a new charter for \ inconsistent with the constitution s^a|,
confined to I subject which
agreed to do its part without money and without price.
hunting dogs
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRI., AUG. 11
HU UHFHMAN Rm klandTel 598-W a city Is not a thing that is to be gone and laws of the State of Maine
DR.
SHERMAN, Rih kland Td.
w lnt0 ,lghtly
It should nQt t*. conThis is the only campaign the Chest will authorize or conduct
[shall he clearly expressed in the
91-93
at 8.15 o'clock
side red from the partisan politica’ j
ARTICLE II
for 1033. Bear this in mind and give generously. Send remit
title. The appropriation resolves ,
Auspices Williams-Brazier Post, American Legion
I standpoint, for one of the functions j
tances to Chauncey M. Keene, Treasurer, % First National Bank
shall be confined to the subject of ;
City Council
Tickets at Chisholm's in Rockland; and McDonald's in Thomaston
THIS WEEK’S SPECIALS of city manager-council government
of Rockland or semi Ihem to The Courier-Gazette.
the
appropriations.
No
ordinance
and
Sec.
/.
Powers
vest
eel
in
is
to
eliminate
that
sort
of
thing
from
i
where seats may be checked by phone
The Tuesday issue of The Courier-Gazette will contain a list
citv affairs. ThLs is not a new card council. All the powers granted no appropriation resolve shall he
ALL SEATS RESERVED
TICKETS 40 CENTS
in the game of politics.
92*95
of the first volunteers in the civic army who will give of their
to the city by this charter and by the | passed until it has been read on 2
It is an honest, earnest effort to
Wrapped Caramels, lb 15c
means to preserve the Red Cross and to meet the needs of the
put city affairs on the same sound, laws of this state, except as other- separate days, except when the re
1 lb Box Chocolates,
25c impersonal basis that governs pri wise provided by this charter, are quirement of a reading on 2 sepaHome For Aged Women. Give now and generously.
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE 1 lb. Pep’mint Patties, 25c vate business. Study it—don’t glance hereby vested in the city council J rate Javs *>as been dispense! with by
Frank H. Ingraham,
at it and throw it aside Then vote
JACK GREEN
H. P. Blodgett,
which
shall
exercise
its
powers
in
a
^'
l
'
s
vote
t
he
voting
members
WHIZ BANG! GRAND OPENING
Corair Main and Pleasant Streets for what you believe are the best
Walter S. Rounds,
the manner hereinafter provided ; |
council. I he yeas and nays
interests of the city.
*
92-105
Community Chest Committee
except that the general management, sh«dl he taken upon the passage of
care and conduct of the schools shall! a" ordinances and entered on the
<
EAST UNION, ME., PAVILION
Q
'
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
be vested in a school committee. record of the proceedings of the
The members of the city council council by the clerk. The yeas and
w LORD’S BROADCASTING ORCH. OF BANGOR
AND
GET
100%
shall be the municipal officers of nays shall be taken on the passage of
y
Come and hear 12 year old Banjo Player—
AT COMMUNITY HALL
BETTER RECEPTION AND
___________
the city of Rockland for all pur any order or resolve when called
Best in New England
PERFORMANCE
SPRUCE HEAD
for by any member of the council.
.
.
• I
poses
required
by
statute
or
ordi

Q
ROUND AND SQUARE DANCES
And eliminate the necessity lor con
Every ordinance shall require on ‘ Central Maine Crew Furnished Much Work By Electrical
M DON’T MISS THESE BIG EVENTS
REFRESHMENTS
nance.
The
city
council
is
hereby
stant maintenance expense of the
SAT. NIGHT, AUG. 5
ADMISSION: MEN, 35c; LADIES, 15c
constituted overseers of the p<x>r of ’’nal passage the affirmative vote of
low price sets.
Storms^—Cost About $5000
Music by RHYTHM KINGS
the city of Rockland. As such thev ' a majority of the voting members of
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
DANCE
BUY A MOTOROLA
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time may authorize a clerk or agent to [the council. Every ordinance shall
AUTO RADIO
nghts' sleep. Homeward bound from
Square and Round Dances
sign and send the written notices be published in full within 10 days Thpelectrical disturbance
which
Bunday morning he saw
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
and the written answers referred after its final passage, and shall take hasbeenconducting an almost con' Jefferson
three fires, one near Jefferson, one
62Th-tf
tinuous
performance
since
last
SatSILSBY’S
At Maine Air Transport Co.
I to in .sections 31 and 32 of! effect and be in force after its apapparently in Washington and one In
urday multiplied lots of trouble tor Thomaston.
chapter 33 of the revised statutes; proval by some justice of
Division Manager Blodgett and a Cen
And this was the time that the
and such written notices and writ-1 supreme judicial court.
tral Maine force of approximately 25 Castine-Islesboro cable took to go on
ten
answers
shall
have
the
same
BLUE AND WHITE FLOWERED STAR OF BETHLEHEM
i men. The localities in which the a bust. This cable is 2500 feet long,
ARTICLE III
effect as if signed and sent by the
I storms did most of their mischief were and the break was discovered about
PLANTS, 85 CENTS EACH
Washington, Liberty, Searsmont. Jef- 1700 feet from the Islesboro shore.
(members of the city council themThe Mai’or
ferson, Warren, Friendship and St. Men from the American Steel and
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
371 Main Street
Under Direction of H. Wellington Smith
selvet.
<Sec. I. Election and term. A George, lightning striking the wires Wire Co. took up the recreant cable
ROCKLAND, ME.
Sec. 2. Members of council. mayor shall be elected by and from and blowing many fuses.
and found that the wires had puncFEATURING ARTIST STUDENTS
election, etc. The council shall be the qualified voters of the city. He
The trouble hunters started out last tured the Insulation and grounded on
composed of the mayor and 5 other shall hold office for a term of 3 Saturday and have been so busy In the the steel arm work. Capt. Blanchards
Eunice Truesdale soprano, Edna Merrett alto
localities named that they have for- boat was used while the repair work
I members. The members shall he years or until his successor is elect gotten
to sleep Leastwise they have was in progress This cable was laid
George Tinker tenor
Mr. Smith baritone
i elected at large from the qualified ed and qualified, except that when not seen their beds, and the only , seven years ago
Manager Blodgett estimates that
voters of the city for a term of 3 elected to fill a vacancy he shall hold snoozing they have done has been
Georgia Thomas student soprano
I the storm damage in this section will
I tears and until their successors are office only for the unexpired term in a haylleld or pasture.
Manager Blodgett is some somnam- I cost the Central Maine Power Co.
elected and qualified, except that at or until his successor is elected and bulist, himself, having missed two about $5000.
Carl Webster ’cellist
DENTIST
the 1st election of the members of qualified.
TREAT FOR THIS LOCALITY
the city council, the 2 1st members
See. 2. I acancy. In case of the
I
elect
who shall receive the largest death, resignation, or removal from
Wishes to announce that beginning August 7, in
number of votes cast at such elec office of the mayor more than G
conforming with the
8.15 P. M.
tion shall hold office for 3 years; the months prior to the next regular
The Story Of a Strange Reunion Which Occurred At the
TICKETS, 40 CENTS
2 members elect who shall receive election, the vacancy for the unexN. 1. R. A.
Rubenstein Antique Shop
the 3rd and 4th largest number of pirf.d tprn) stla|| be filled by a spe
his office hours will be
| votes cast at such election, shall hold cial election, the warrant for which
9 A. M. to 5 P. M., except Saturday 9 A. M. to 8 P. M.
office for 2 years; and the member shall he issued by the council.
A stranger entered David Rubin wick on the subject went back home
j elect who shall receive the 5th larg
Whenever the office of mayor be stein's antique shop the other day. with such a generous reward in his
Other hours and evening's by special appointment
I est number of votes cast at such
comes vacant within 6 months prim and Dave's practiced eye saw that pocket that he was well satisfied.
A bad penny always returns, and
1 election, shall hold office for I year. to a regular city election, whenever he had an errand of some import
the cat generally comes back, but
ance.
Telephone 1097
339 Main Street
No member shall be eligible,
the office of mayor is vacant pend "My name's Wood." said the you readers are probably wondering
while a member of the council, t<
92-lt
ing an election, or whenever the stranger—“Peter A Wood of Brewer. about the coincidence which brought
any other office of emolument <>
I've 'got. something here that will stolen property back from Brewer,
mayor, for any reason, is unable to interest you, and maybe you will like without the slightest hint that it had
THE YEAR’S GREATEST PICTURE
profit under the city charter or oattend to the duties of his office the to buy It.”
ever seen Rockland
djnances, nor to hold the office o'
To begin with Peter A. Wood is a
To say that David Rubenstein was
council shall appoint 1 of its mein
1 city manager, nor to act as cit'
hers to perform the duties of mayor. interested is putting It very mildly, professional diver and had been
, manager.
for the "something" to which the commissioned to hunt for the body
Sec. 3. Duties of the mayor. stranger referred was one of the of a woman who was supposed to
Members of the council, indud
The mayor shall preside at all meet negro figures stolen from his prem- j have committed suicide He did not
ing the mayor, shall serve without
ings of the council and shall per lses—the former Oen. Tillson lawn— i find the body but in the course of
| compensation.
a year ago. Mr. Ru(x>nstein wUs his search brought the negro statue
form
such other duties, consistent able to identify it so thoroughly that [ to the surface Seeing its possible
Sec. 3. Pacancies in the council.
j In case of a vacancy, either by with his office, as the council mav the stranger was fully convinced. [ value as an antique he brought It to
z
death, resignation, removal frofn impose. He shall have no veto and and when he went away the "cullud [ Mr. Rubenstein, whose name as a
pusson" was again on its pedestal j dealer isi well known all along the
Notice is hereby given that all persons desir
the city or removal from office, as no vote except in case of a tie. lie gazing out over Sullivan's Flats with \ river.
PLAYING TODAY ONLY
hereinafter provided, of any mem shall be recognized as the official a gleam in his eyes almost as hu- i Hence the denouement, as the
ing to present to the Special Master for consid
her of the city council more than 6 head of the city for ceremonial pur man as though those eyes did not! How the statue reached Brewer is
months prior to the next city elec poses, and for all purposes of mili belong to a statue. And Peter A I a mystery, but rumor says that an
| Wood, who had meantime been in- l up-river college studfcnt had been
eration claims for priority or preference against
tion, the vacancy shall be filled by a tary law. The title of mayor shall terviewed by Deputy Sheriff Lud-1 down this way King Tutting.
’special election, the warrant for not be considered as conferring
the Security Trust Co. must do so not later than
Head-lines proclaim that the dol
| which shall be issued by the mayor. upon him any functions of a mayor
EARLY RISING FARMERS
Tuesday, August I 3th, 1933, as no such claims
Any member of the council who under the general laws of the state
lar Is now worth 84 centsi—but we
"I reckon." said the farmer, "that haven't been able to buy any at that
shall have been convicted of a crime inconsistent with the provisions of
will be received after that date, except by order
I get up earlier than anybody in the
while in office shall thereby forfeit this charter.
price.
neighborhood. I am always up be
his office.
ARTICLE IV
of the Court.
Sec. 4. Organization; regular Superintending School Committee fore 3 o'clock In the morning "
The second farmer said he was al YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Hirelings. The council shall meet
ways
up before then and had part
The Special Master desires to announce that
Sec. 1. Composition and term
If I had to live my life again I would
at the usual place for holding meet
of the chores done.
of
the
superintending
school
com
made a rule to read some poetry
The first farmer thought he was have
ings
at
10
o
’
clock
A.
M.,
on
the
1st
.
..
,
,
and listen to some music at least once
only claims where priority is claimed need be
,r ,
. ,
/ ii
nutter.
I he superintending school a liar and decided to find out.
a
week.
The loss of these tastes is a
Monday in January following the
»
*
A few mornings later he got. up loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin
committee shall consist of the
regular city election, at which time
presented to him.
mayor, ex-officio, who shall be at 2 o'clock and went to his neigh
THE RING
TONIGHT
the mayor-elect and the council men- chairman, and 5 other members bor's house. He rapped on the back
door and the woman of the house
Hold the trinket near thine eye.
elect shall be sworn to the faithful
A Return To the Favorites
EDWARD C. PAYSON,
elected at large from the qualified opened It.
And It circles earth and sky;
discharge of their duties by a justice voters of the city for a term of 3
Place It further, and behold'
“Where is your husband?” asked
RAFFNELL’S GEORGIANS
But
a finger’s breadth of gold.
of the peace or by the city clerk. years and until their successors are the farmer, expecting to find his
Special Master.
With EDDIE FERRY, Star Comedian
neighbor
in
bed.
Thus
our lives, beloved, lie
Thereafter the council shall meet at elected and qualified, except that at
Ringed with love’s fair boundary;
“He was around here early in the
You Sure Want To See Eddie
such time and place as may be pre
Place
It further, and Its sphere
morning,” answered his wife. “but. I
Measures but a falling tear.
scribed by ordinance or resolution,
don't know where he is now."
92-lb
(Continued on Page Five)
John B. Tabb.

Maine Central Trans. Co.

|

BASEBALL
ST. GEORGE

AUGUSTA MILLIONAIRES
SATURDAY, AUGUST 5

“My Six Years With the Polar Eskimo”

JACK GREEN’S
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_SATURDUAY
_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ NIGHT DANCES
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SPEND 40% MORE

DANCE

CAUSED SLEEPLESS NIGHTS

STAN BOYNTON

SATURDAY SPECIAL

THOMASTON CONCERT

DR. DANA S. NEWMAN

Watts Hall, Thomaston, August 4

HELD OVER

BY POPULAR DEMAND

NOTICE!

GOLD DIGGERS
of 1933

Oakland Park

FISHED FROM THE RIVER

•
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FAST GAME IN WALDOBORO

Rockland Cour'cr-Gazette, Thursday, August 3, 1^33

ROCKPORT’S THREE BIG DAYS

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Be not overcome of evil; but over Rockland Wins It With Single Score—Middleton Blanks Attractions Galore Have Been Assembled For Thursday,
come evil with good.—Rom. 12:21.

Locals In Game With St. George

• »♦«

»*«

»*•

»j« •*« a

Friday and Saturday, Next Week

•j* »J» <5* •J* •«* ••

Balance of thc Week
by both team’, and net a horn spec-’ These arc busy days up Rockport, the magnificent display of last year.
Saturday afternoon out board mo
Tonight—St. Oeorge at. Camden.
tator kicked at losing.
way. Carpenters are busy, cotnmitFriday—Camden lat St. George.
Tlie score;
j tee members are going here and tor boat racing will take place. Thc
Gannet.t Trophy will be raced for
Saturday—Open date.
Rockland
Sunday—Rockland vs. Thomaston,
ab r bh t.b no a c j there completing the necessary de- and there will be races in the vari
1’ tails for the gigantic carnival and ous classes. Silver cups and other
two games, flrst starting at 2 o'clock. Gatti. 3b .......... 3 0 0 0
Have any of this paper's
0 regatta which is to be staged on prizes will be awarded.
Dimick. rf ........ 3 0 12
0 Rockport's
beautiful
waterfront,
readers, gifted with the
Saturday night the three-day af
Mealey, cf ........ 2 0 0 0
The League Standing
0 [ This annual affair promises to far fair winds up with the beautifully
noticing faculty, noticed—
Ogier, ss .......... 3 0 0 0
I Thomaston today finds itself on Fowler. If ........ 3 0 2 2
0' exceed any carnival yet held there. illuminated boat, and yacht parade
THAT it is apparently difficult for top of the heap having won the only Merrill, p .......... 3 0 11
0 Students, teachers, alumni and clti- which created such favorable com
game
it
has
played.
Rockland
and
some drivers to observe the stop
1 | zens arc working with this goal in ment throughout the east last year.
Stewart, lb ...... 3 0 0 0
St,
George
are
tied
for
second
place,
0 view.
News reel cameras will be on hand
signs at the numerous corners
2b .... 2 112
but the latter is counting on two Chaples.
0
Saturday night the thousands of to take pictures of this brilliant
Flanagan, c .... 2 0 0 0
throughout the city.
straight from Camden in the next
_ | colored lights will be turned on and water pageantry. Prizes will be
♦ «•
two games. The standing:
24
1
5
7
21
10
2 Rockport’s waterfront and surround awarded for the most beautifully
W.
L
P C.
THAT the girls who appear on the
ing territory will become a veritable lighted yacht and the most, fantastic.
Waldoboro
0
1.000
fairyland. Many will come from Red fire is provided each boat and
street in trousers are far from being Thomaston ........... 1
■ab
r
bh
t.b
po
a
Rockland ............... 2
1
666
miles around to see this inspiring as the vachts circle the harbor a
R.
Brewer,
ss
1112
the objects of beauty that they evi St. George ............... 2
1
666
spectacle. The lights will be on every j sight not often seen will result,
Burns,
e
.......
dently believe themselves to be.
Waldoboro ............. 1
2
.333
night.
Each night, somebody is going to
Camden ................. 0
2
.000 Boggs. 2b
«< ♦
Contrary to usual affairs of this be presented with an all-expense trip
Kuhn,
lb
....
THAT before you are aware of it
kind, the opening day will be filled ' ticket to the Century of Progress
Sukeforth. cf
with outstanding attractions. Thurs Fair at Chicago. The holder of the
St. George 3, Rockland 0
you have stuck a 3-cent stamp on a
Benner. 3b
day afternoon will occur the swim lucky admission ticket. will be thus
The Middletonized St. George M. Brewer, rf
local letter instead of a 2-center.
ming races and canoe events. rewarded. If 'he prefers he may
team was too many guns for the Clark, rf
<$>
Twenty-eight events are listed, rang have a cash prize.
Texacos at Community Park Friday Young, cf ...
THAT there are lots of hens raised night , and avenged the walloping it Hilton, p .....
The proceeds of this affair finance
ing from 25 yards to 200 yards swim.
All entries should be sent to Del the educational trip taken by the
on places in the outskirts of the city,
Rhode Island reds seeming to be the
26 0 4 4 21 11 1 mont Ballard by Aug. 8. Blanks Rockport High seniors to Washing
Rockland
0 0 0 0 1 6 0—1 may be secured at The Courier-Ga ton. D. C.. and the remainder goes
favorite.
zette office or at Chisholm's in Rock t.1 the fund created by the Alumni
<$> $
Two-base hits. Dimick. Chaples. land and Corner Drug Store. Cam Association to assist college students
THAT there have been days (and
in furthering their education.
Base on balls, off Merrill 1. off Hilton den.
At 6 15 at night a mammoth pa
nights) this summer when the city
2. St-uck out. by Merrill 4. by Hil
VICTIMS OF STORM
ton 8. Sacrifice hits. Flanagan. rade will start. Floats from leading
dump odors have been so fierce as to
Boggs. Umpires. Woodlcck
and business and social organizations in
render home living in the vicinity
Knox
County
will
take
part.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin L. Mank Lose
Carter. Scorer. Winslow.
almost unbearable.
• • • •
The outstanding at'.-action for lleme Of Years At North Waldoboro
Thursday
evening
will
be
the
per

<?> 4
The fans were glad to see Jud
North Waldoboro was much stirred
THAT the number plates seen at the
Flanagan behind the bat again last sonal appearance of "Tessie. the
night, quite fully recovered from the Typist" and Jack of the National by the unusual severity of the electric
Country Club indicate that many
accident which put. him out of the Breadcasting Company. "Tessie" has tempest which occurred In the small
Massachusetts visitors are enjoying J
game several weeks ago. He caught as pleasing a personality on the hours of Sunday morning—especial
stage as she has on the air. Before
the golf course.
a fine game.
taking up radio she was the prima ly so when the buildings of Mr. and
• • • 6
<8> <?>
While Rockland did not win Tues donna of two big New York successes Mrs. Alvin L. Mank, were burned.
THAT the use of cement has much
day night the team showed marked "Blossom Time" and "Firefly." Tes Thc bolt struck the end of the barn
added to the attractiveness of Dr
improvement in backing up the sie later appeared as the nationally: where a horse was standing, killing
Browne's Beech strect place of resi
throws. The team has been lamenta famous radio comic under the name
dence.
bly weak in this respect, and the of Jane McGrew in Hank Simmons' the animal. The house and barr.
<g> .i>
change was favorably commented Showboat, heard from coast to coast were connected and it seemed next
•elver the Columbia Network. “Yes to impossible to save the house, but
upon.
THAT if when you stroll up Grove
Mam and Yes Sir—she's a Great
• • • •
friends and neighbors gathered i
street you look in at the driveway of
The fans miss "Sump" Archer'* Little Gal."
Friday afternoon will bs kiddv large numbers and soon had the
Gene Stoddard's home you will see
composite picture of 14 Rockland familiar chatter behind the bat. He
batters who fared Middleton
at the rear a little gem of a flower
| is plaving second because of a afternoon with novel events to please household elffects loaded on trucks
broken finger, for which he has been the members of such a group. Fea and on the way to the homc of Mrs
garden, backed by climbing roses.
tures wQl include a pajama parade
treated at Knox Hospital.
received from Rockiand last week.
and a parade of small boys and girl; Mank's brother a mile distant. Soon
THAT thc seagulls roosting on thc
It was a one-man show as far as j
with thelr pets. Child actors and after the goods were stored in the
CONTRIBUTED POEMS
Sidelinger boys' bam that building
dancers will perform.
Perry coal sheds face south and allign St. George was concerned, for Mid- J
To make a change in entertain was struck, but only little damage reThis paper is aporeciative of the
themselves equal distances apart—a diet on allowed only one hlf and
julted. Mr. Mank had recently i_comaside from him the St. George team
ment- —
each
night
the entertainmen'
which prom nts its readers .......
........
■>----------------------- ......
ua
pretty sight, and you marvel how made but two assists. The solitary kindness
to send to it ooet.rv for publication.'committee Ls presenting a very novel p.cted extensive repairs on hisbuildthey do it so exact.
Rockland hit was a nice double by It is not. nossiblc always to make use act for this section. Larry Saunders ings which made ha loss neater,
Ogier near the left field foul mark. of these 'contribution's, which fact I and company will perform some ven There w-as a small insurance on the
♦ U
THAT nowadavs when vou visit the and matched the excellent fielding will beestablished bv their non-ap- hair-raising and difficult stunts or. house, but it was no recompense for
done by that sterling player.
pearance.in print, Should return of1 top cf an 80-fcot ladder. One doc.-, the loss of a home. Mr. and Mrs
Public Library you get a great thrill
While Chummy Gray was touched the manuscript in such cases be de- : a very clever routine of aerial t.-ap- Mank have worked hard together to
from the recent interior painting up for eight hits, he was not out- sired,
the writer will .please include eze and rings while another does attain their home, meantime raising
pitched as much as that would seem with the contribution stamps for thrilling hand stands, head stands.| and educating two children, and now,
of it.
etc. This act 4s one of the best in in the meridian of life, when they
to indicate. Errors at flrst base were that purpose.
_
the territory and the Rockport Car- seemingly had gotten where life's
THAT Willis Ayer is so full of good responsible for two of St. George's
i
three scores; Gray gave two bases on
Maine farmers requested 83.408 nival committee is indeed fortunate road was more smooth, to see their
nature that he laughs at your joke, balls as compared with Middleton's agricultural bulletins from the Ex- t^ccure such an outstanding R.K O i heme go up in smoke calls forth the
heartfelt sympathy of friends in this
whether there's any need of it or not. three, and fanned 11 men as com
•
pared with Middleton's 14 Each ! tension Service during the year end- 1 Again thls year wiu be getn (.he community and elsewhere.
A Neighbor
grand display of fireworks similar to
THAT while nobody likes to lose pitcher fanned the other every time ing July 1933.
money, to hold on to your good na atInbat.the first inning Gray walked
ture afterwards helps a whole lot.
Ricker, who soon scored on Archer's
double. In the fourth the bases were
THAT a stroll through Stephen filled when Stewart dropped a throw.
Daniels' vegetable garden at the Monaghan's hit scored M. Simmons,
but Westberg who tried to follow
Northend would make one think he him under the wire, was thrown out
was in Italy.
by Dimick's bcautjftil Heave fiom
right fleld to the plate. St. George's
THAT yesterday saw the ice-cream third and last run was also due to
dropped ball at first.
tables patronized to an extent not a Rcckland
had only four men on
previously known this summer.
bases, and consequently did not fig
<s> <?>
ure much in the offensive.
Darkness prevented a ninth, inning,
THAT next to our own home
teams we're all rooting for the Red but everybody was willing to concede
„
„
. .
. , .
that it. was St. George's game, cleanSox and Braves, and hoping for the Jy and fairly won
time when Boston will again bring
The score:
home the World Series banner,
St. George
ab r bh tb po
THAT the street off Broadway, Ricker, ss ........ 2
4
known as Admontem avenue, has Davidson, lb
4
grown into a very attractive highway Archer. 2b
M. Simmons, cf 4
with a number of good-looking houses Westberg. c .... 4
1 15
in it.
White 3b ....... 4
<y. $
I Monaghan. If ... 3
THAT Postmaster Veazie has just | Simmonsrf
Middleton, p .... 3
made his golf record of nine holes in
a 36, and doesn't care who alludes to I
31 3 8 9 24 4 1
the fact th his presence.
Rockland
♦ •?>
|
ab r bh tb po
0
4
THAT some advance the theory Gatti 3b .....
0
1
that this unusual plague of mosqui- Freeman, cf
0
toes comes from thc recent work on Mealey, cf ........ 2
0
! Fowler, If ........ 3
the surface sewers, giving thc pests Ogier, ss .......... 3
1
0 0 11
additional breeding ground.
Gaul, c ............. 3
Streets that are fees-than-concrete
0 0 8
Stewart lb ...... 1
* ❖
pile an extra burden on every mo
0
THAT the metropolitan dailies are • Dimick. rf
tor car, every delivery truck using
0
all right enough in their way, h
"’ : ^aP es.
but
them. Day after day, such streets
0
Gray, p
make driving more costly by in
when there are local matters to be
25 0 1 2 24 11 2
creasing car operating and mainte
supported it is the little old homc
nance costs—%c more per mile on
town paper that the people turn to. St. George ......... 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0—3
Two-base hits. Archer, Ogier
the next best type—2c more per
Base on balks, off Middleton 3. off
♦mile on unpaved streets.
THAT to let the Red Cross with Gray 2. Struck out. by Middleton 14
Dollars-and-cents figures, gath
draw its service would be one of the by Gray 11. Umpires, Williams,
Now, for the first time, Federal Funds will be available ered in country-wide surveys, prove
greatest calamities that could befall' Brackett and Black, Scorer, Winsthese facts, concrete, the longestthrough your State Highway Department for paving
thc needy poor of our city.
} 'owlasting of all pavements is the most
• • • •
arterial streets. The government provides for this economical of all pavements to use.
Rnekland 1, Waldoboro 0
A NOTABLE OCCASION
with no burden to the property owner or city in its Portland cement—basic ingredient
-------What was considered by some of
of concrete—is the material of the
Nationally-Known Speakers To Take (be fans t0 be the best game of the
direct grant to states of road building funds. Your engineer for stopping the hole in
Part In a Rockland Meeting
season was played in Waldoboro
arterial streets should be paved now—and with the the motorist’s pocket.
last night, t.he only resulting score
“Rjtse Cliff’s,” the lovely summer being the one made by Rockland,
finest type of pavement—concrete .. .
home ol Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Law
although
both
teams
had
men
on
rence at 112 Beech street, will be
concrete meets every government specification—
thc scene of a field day Tuesday, bases nearly every inning.
that the improvement be permanent—that it be sub
Merrill, the Augusta schoolboy
under the auspices of the Educa
tional Club and thc W.C.T.U. It was in the box for Rockland, and
stantially built—of a type that will give men work.
will be an all-day affair, with the though he had a very sore finger on
morning session 10.30 to 12.30; after his pitching hand held Waldoboro's
concrete does that—and gives you far more.
noon 2 to 5. and in the evening, at j sluggers to four singles, Hilton also,
the Mrtbodkst Church, at 7.30. did a fine job for Waldcboro, allow
It gives you:
Speakers will include Mrs. Henry W. ing only flve hits.
Peabody of Beverly Hills. Mass , and
The solitary score was made in th;
Streets that cost far less to maintain than any other type.
Florida, chairman of National Wo fifth inning when Chaples led off
men's Law-Enforcement League; with a double? Flanagan laid down
For further infor
Streets that cost less to drive over—saving on tire wear, gaso
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha. Neb., and a nice bunt and advanced him to
mation write tho
line, repair bills and depreciation for every mile you drive.
Cement
Service
“Gray Rocks." Cushing, lecturer; third whence he scored on Gatti’s
Man, care of:
Mrs. Sarah Hoge of Virginia, secre fly to Clyde Sukeforth. Waldoboro
Streets that improve the appearance and the property val
tary National W.C.T.U ; Dr. Howard ' had men on first and second in the
ues of the neighborhood.
M. Hoge. lecturer. Virginia Hortl- , last inning but R. Brewer grounded
stnltiirol H/Vuntv'
ArtFllir Wur. '
PORTLAND CEMENT
cultural Society; Vrc
Mrs. Arthur
War to GattiI who tonAnri
tagged tVvo
the hocn
base fzvr
for ihn
the
ner of Baltimore. Mayland Rose third out- In the previous inning,
Insist on concrete/or your streets—get the most
ASSOCIATION
Society; Mrs William R. Pattangall, with a similar situation Merrill made
and best street for the money—and the maxi
Mrs. MacLaine, Henry Dunnack, a one-hand stop of Sukeforths hot
347 Madison Avenue
State Librarian, and others. It grounder and undoubtedly saved a
mum employment for labor!
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
promises to be the greatest educa tie score.
Some classy infield plays were
tional meeting in Knox County.
Bring basket lunch and camp chair. made bv Ogier and Benr.er, and Jeff
If stormy, the meeting will be held Mealey did a couple of heart dis
in the Methodist Church. Everyone ease stunts.

i NOTICING}

What Kind of Streets?

CONCRETE—BRINGS WORK TO

Every-0 ther-Day

STRAND THEATRE

•
Two of the most popular playeis in
pictures are co-starred in "Made on
Broadway," which comes Friday to
the Strand. They are Robert Mont
gomery, affable expert at flip humor,
nnd Sally Eilers. who skyrocketed to
stardom after her outstanding hit in
"Bad Girl." In "Made on Broadway."
Montgomery has the role of a debo
nair man-about-town who is actually
the power behind the citys political
scene He prevents Miss Eilers from
committing suicide as a result oi
poverty, and transforms her Into a
dazzling
Broadway
personality
When an unanticipated murder takes
place Montgomery is forced to strain
his resources to the limit in order to
save his "synthetic mistress" from the
death penalty
The attraction for Saturday Is
"The Wrecker" with Jack Holt and
Genevieve Tobin—adv.

Have City Conveniences In Summer
(CAMP OR COTTAGE

The Kitchen Kook Does The Trick
It i: chan, speedy, safe. Our No. 833—a bang-up kitchen ;tove
—has mid attractive baked enamel finish. Length, 40 in. Depth,
19 in. Height, to grate top, 32 in., to mantel top, 5614 in. Mantel
is 10 ln. wide.
Uses Gaoline for fuel. Assures uniform heat, instantly. No
lugging coal orwood. Has three burners—on and off like gas.
50-100 per cent hotter flame. Costs less to operate. Be sure and
see it—or write for ; peeial illustrated folder.
SPECIAL

$18.00

rARM, DAIRY

The game was splendidly played

MAI Ng,

PORTLAND

fCDCRAL ond TfMPLL STS.,

393a

woman who has achieved national cess was due to her husband.—St.
Some time it may happen that the prominence will admit that her suc Joseph News-Pres.

This market is work:ng under the Code as re
quested by the N. R. A. Seven men have been

added to our force, all natives of Knox County.
Our usual store hours will be maintained untl
further notice.

(?4hlu/A JlahkeL
EVERYTHING TO

FANCY LEAN
SHORT SHANK

SHOULDERS

EAT

11/

LB.

FANCY MAINE SHORE ALIVE

S°w LOBSTERS

eats

LB.

25c

GUARANTEED HARD SHELL

NEWLY CORNED

FANCY BRISKET, lb

14c
FANCY NATIVE

NEWLY CORNED

14c

THICK RIB, lb.

POTATOES™

NEWLY CORNED

MIDDLE RIB, lb. OC-OC
FORE QUARTERS

K 4:: 33c
5' 25c

10c

LAMB, lb.
BONELESS

18c

POT ROAST, lb.
ROASTING

FANCY NATIVE

STRING
BEANS

12c

PORK, lb.
CHUCK

12c

ROAST, lb.
BONELESS

VEAL ROAST, lb
BEEF

18c
15c

LIVER, lb
LAMB

PIG

LBS.

SWIFT’S DAISY
HAMS, lb

FANCY
CREAMERY

BUTTER

NATIVE
BUNCH

BEETS

FANCY
NATIVE

CUKES

2
4

ir

25c

mh

5

51 c

FOR

25c

NATIVE
BUNCH

CARROTS 4 Bt II. 25c
GOLDEN
BANANAS
RIPE
4 u. 23c
FANCY
25c EATING
PEARS
DOZ. 29c
FANCY
4 - 25c
21c COOKING APPLES

17c

LIVER, lb

LIVER,

ARMOUR’S STAR

PURE CIDER VINEGAR

-SAVINGS TO EVERY MOTORIST

in Knox Couny is invited.

POULTRY SVPFUES ~ SfcfcOl

r
u limdall & Whitney

MEN—BEAUTY TO THE STREET

ITIoney Spent on Concrete
85U0 °z0of the
Construction Coes to Labor !

ond

KETCHUP,
2 large bots.
TOILET PAPER,
8 rolls
BAKER’S COCOA,
1-2 lb tin
CORN FLAKES,
package
PEANUT BUTTER, two 1 lb pails

2

ONE QUART
BOTTLES

23c

R. & R.

B. A G.

CHICKEN

BAKED BEANS

Can 32c

2 tall tins 2^c

21c
25c
10c
07c
25c

SALADA TEA, Red Label; 1 -2 lb
IVORY SALT,
2 packages
COCOANUT COOKIES, 2 lbs
FIG BARS,
pound
Macaroni-Spaghetti,
4 boxes

39c
15c
29c
10c
25c

SALE AND DEMONSTRATION

BAKER’S BEXERT

PKGS.

Vanilla, Chocolate
FOR MAKING ICE CREAM

HEADQUARTERS FOR ALL PRESERVING NEEDS
Quart Jars, dozen, 89c
Pint Jars, dozen, 79c
THE TAX MUST BE ADDED NEXT MONDAY

FLOUR

PILLSBURY’S, GOLD MEDAL,
RED ROSE,
OUR CAPTAIN,

bag $1.05
bag .79
bag .75

Every-Othsr-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 3, 1933
CLIPPED FROM VOX

WARREN

Lightning struck a shed Tuesday |
night at the Maurice Wellman place
in West Warren, ripping off several [
Concerning Matters At the
clapboards and two end-boards at the
State Prison
height of the shower. At the barracks
at the State Farm, lightning came ln
The current issue of “Vox—Voice
on the electric wires, removing a light
of the M S P."—has four striking edi-1
ed bulb from its socket and tossing it
among the men in the room.
torials, entitled "Remember There Arc
Herbert Walker and daughter Miss
Two Sides,” by Archie J. L'Italian;
Alice Walker of Kansas City. Mo., ac
“Procrastination," by M. T. Sprague;
companied by Thomas Walker, Jr., ot
“Sportsmanship," by Edward P.
Manchester. N. H„ motored Monday
to Manchester where the former will
Simonson, and "Who" by Edgar M, |
visit.
Ward.
Mrs. L. F Jealous and son Sargent
The sports department shows these i
of Lebanon, N. H.. joined Mr Jealous
results on thc diamond during the.
who is superintendent of the Georges
past month: Lewiston A. C. 4, Prison!
1 River Mills here, for a few days at the
Millsyde Lunch.
9; East Boothbay 6, Prison u; Sabat- J
Guests Sunday evening of Rev. and
tus 9, Prison 4; State of Maine 12, j
Mrs. Howard A. Welch were Mr. and
Prison 19; Hallowell 2„ Prison 15.
Mrs. William Dean and William Dean,
Alberts has the highest batting!
Jr., Miss Barbara Jordan. Mrs. Lil
average with 26 base hits in 11 games,
lian Perry and son Maurice Perry, all
in which he was 50 times at bat.
of Rockland.
Prom the local Items thes* arc
| The following party of 15 picnicked
selected:
| Sunday at Pleasant Point, Cushing,
The following men have petitioned
j Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hayes and Miss
for pardon,
Twitchell,
Brown.
Blanche Gordon of Chelsea. Mr. and
L'Italien, Van Nason, Nason, OilpatMrs. Francis Maguire of Somerville.
riek, Savage, Somers, Rhcaume,
Selz Make
Mass., Alfred Hayes and Charles
Simonson, Hume. May they not have
to face that most terrible trial, "The Sizes 6, 6'i, 7H, 8, g^, 9, 9^, 10 Boulcier of Boston, Terence Young
of Camden. Mr. and Mrs. Harold
sickening pang of hopes deferred" is
1 Drewett. Beverly Cogan. and Mr. and
our sincere wish for all.
Mrs. Harry Gordon of Warren, and
If your size is here
The capacity of thc new oven in the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw of South
bakery is 250 loaves.
Come quick!
Hope.
Walton Smith who was operated or
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. F. Wight
for appendicitis is well on thc road
1 for a few days are Mr. and Mrs Paul
to complete recovery., He is being
I Graham and daughter Dorothy of
missed on the bill team.
1 Cleveland, Ohio.
Demmons, Degrasse and Sites havc
Mrs. Thomas Douglass of Portland
been playing extra good baseball
! is guest this week of her aunt Mrs.
they have more than taken the place
Nettle Vinal.
of those they succeeded.
Miss Virginia Stockbridge of Lynn
Catholic services will be resumed
j is spending a vacation with Mrs. Leda
in September.
! Martin.
Mrs. E. A. Flye of Thomaston has
i Andy Gault, stunt swimmer of Iowa,
been engaged as prison matron.
COMING REUNIONS
Aug. 17 8tarrett-8pear families at
EVICTION OF KAURA i who swims with army uniform, overThe repair of the road running
Reunion Grove, Warren
I coat and pack, with hands tied behind
Aug. 30—Hills family fiftieth reunion through the yard was a much needed
at the home of Frank Lenfest In Union. improvement, also the painting of the Man Removed From North ! his back, and his feet and knees
bound, will visit Warren Sunday eve
flag-pole. The yard never looked so
well as it does this summer, and ac
WEATHER
Cushing Home Arrested ning at 6. daylight time, to demon
strate his prowess along that line ln
This region shared in the heat ele cording to Ward and Boulier, the
On Another Charge
the mill pond.
vation which yesterday blistered the caretakers, we'll see something next
Richard Benner of Waldoboro is
east, though it wasti so violent with year as the rose bushes, shrubs, etc.,
us as elsewhere, New York registering they have planted won't show results When A. H. Robinson of Thomas ! helping George Martin at haying.
ton foreclosed on property in North Capt. William Wincapaw moored his
95 with many deaths and the police until then
Deputy Hopkins wife and young Cushing occupied by Charles Kaura I plane at Sandy Shores. South Pond.
going in shirtsleeves. Boston had
similar temperature, while our own son, are vacationing in Kentucky and a town charge, the latter was warned Tuesday night, being unable to land
at Rockland because of fog conditions,
bailiwick hit it up to 90 at the peak j Illinois, going by auto. They are to
hour. It came upon the heels of visit Deputy Hopkins' father in Ken- from the premises, and the selectmen j He and his two companions were taanother thunder tempest. But after ducky and then motor up to Illinois provided another place for him. ! ken to Rockland by Clarence Dorman.
The Help One Another Circle ot
all, the day was the first real old- to visit Mrs. Hopkins' relatives and Kaura was disinclined 10 move, say
fashioned summer day we've so far possibly a trip to Century of Progress ing that, he preferred the place he I Kings Daughters will picnic Saturday
at Sandy Shores. South Pond. It
had. with a beautiful after-supper at Chicago.
occupying, so the sheriff's de I stormy that day the ladies plan to go
The boys in the new dorm thought was
evening when you could sit in the
partment
set
him
out.
the following Saturday.
garden and luxuriate in the beauty of to clear ud the static by running 220
Kaura's troubles did not end
Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert entertained
earth and heaven—and so far there volts through their radio. The static there, for he was arrested by Deputy
hasn't been much of that Wind cast is consequently a thing of the past Sheriff Ludwick Tuesday on the com Tuesday at dinner, Mrs. Sadie Barrows, Mrs. Beryl Reever of Beverly,
this morning, all New England cooler —so Is the radio.
plaint of Selectman Fred Robinson Mass., house guest of Mrs. Newbert.
mercury 70, barometer 30.3 and rising.
charging
him
with
neglecting
to
pro

Mrs. Delia Hayes and Miss Mane
Summer folks at Crescent Beach
vide for Ills two children, aged 9 and
Vance Norton has re-entered thc are watching with much Interest to 13 respectively. At the time of the 1 Hayes of Somerville.
Callers Tuesday afternoon on Fred
day the work of herring fishermen
employ of Perry's Market.
Kaura was said to be reading Watts and sister Mrs. Alena Starrett
who set ther nets last night, and arc aarrest
“red" Journal, and It Is also said were Mr and Mrs. Hartley M Watts
Mtss Virginia Connon was operated now reaping the harvest.
that a suspicious gang of men was of East Union and'Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
upon for appendicitis at Knox Hos
Commander MacMillan will speak seen hanging about the premises on Watts of Boston.
pital yesterday.
the day when Kaura supposed he was
Arnold Teague and family have
on "Mv Six Years With the Polar to be evicted.
' moved into the Ida Stevens place.
Benjamin Bistee, commissioner of Eskimos." with motion picture Il
On the premises stood an old Pord
Mrs. Charles Erickson and son Carl
public works, who was recently tn lustrations, at Watts haU, Thomas- car on one side of which was fastened
a critical condition from pneumonia, ! ton, Fridav evening. Aug. 11, for the a placard on which had been printed »and Miss Mabel Crawford were among
the guests who attended a gathering
visits his office "daily, and is slowly benefit of Williams-Brasier Post, the words:
Tuesday evening at the home of Jesse
A.L.
regaining his strength.
“The New Deal”
Calderwood, Union, in honor of Mr
Kaura’s case has been continued Calderwood's
birthday anniversary.
So tremendously popular has “The ' Tlie local Gulf Refining Co. plant until Saturday.
Mrs. Delia Hayes, Miss Marie Hayes
Gold Diggers of 1933' proved this week ts operating under the provisions of
that Manager Dondis has concluded the President's blanket code of the
Local motorists are being much an and George Teague were recent call
to hold it over for today. Strand The- ] N.R.A The Gulf Company and Its noyed by finding shoe-nails in their ers on Mrs. Carrie Young at Cushing
Visitors Sunday at Mr. and Mrs.
atre has been crowded at every per-; 101 subsidiaries have accepted thc tires.
, George Martin’s were Mr. and Mrs.
formance since it came.
| measure pending the whipping into
_____
j shape of a code for the oil Industry.
Beach Inn. Lincolnville, reports I Clarence Benner and Mr. and Mrs
William Kennedy and family of Wal
Through some error thc name of J
Belief strengthens that Benjamin , many out of tho State parties among doboro.
M Berman At Son was not in the list j C. Perry will be able to save his left their numerous dinner patrons this
Those who are to take part in the
of Rockland clothiers prepared for arm which was so badly injured In the week.
August concert of the Baptist Church
publication recently as joining the laundry mangle Sunday. Weather
Class of 19C6 of R.H.S. holds a re are reminded of thc rehearsal Friday
N.R A. The store has signed the conditions have not been propitious
agreement, increasing its sales force since the accident, but the attending union tomorrow night at the Megun I evening.
ticook Lake cottage of Mr. and Mrs
and bettering its service.
surgeon. Dr. Fogg, thinks that satis- ,
“Breezin' Along"
Donald Karl.
factory progress is being made.
Glover hall was filled to capacity
The "human fly" climbed the CobbRafnell's Georgians, long time fav Friday evening, and many of the
Chase block very successfully Tues
The sheriff's department was yes
day night, and did daredevil stunts terday investigating a break at the orites of the Rockland dancing fra audience forced to stand, when
on the edge of the roof. The sudden residence of Dr F. O. Bartlett. ternity will be at Oakland tonight under the auspices of Mystic Re
advent of a tempest sent the crowd Limerock street, where a diamond featuring Eddie Terry, star co bekah Lodge, the delightful musical
comedy, "Breezin' Along," was pre
hustling to shelter, and many unfor ring, clothing and other articles were median.
sented. members of the cast being
tunately did not witness the climax.
stolen Tuesday night Entrance was
In the committee 1st of t.he lawn local talent, with the exception of
effected by jimmying a door con party and supper given Thursday at the coach Miss Bette Saunders of
Charles Carr of Newark, Del., was necting two tenements on the Union the Methodist parsonage, the name Boston, who also took a leading part,..
driving up South Main street Tues street side.
of Mrs. Ella Lurvey should have The show was a pleasing mixture of*
day when near the Tydol station Al
been showed instead of Mrs. Henry drama, catchy songs, and clever
bert Curtis ran from behind a truck,
The only ball game in Knox Coun Lurvey’s.
dancing, much of the latter by
directly in front of him. The boy was 1 ty Saturday afternoon will be played
pupils of the Elise Allen Corner
knocked down by one of the mud in St. George where the Augusta
Rockland friends of Fred Hitchcock School of the Dance at Thomaston.
guards. and Grover Bostwick took Millionaires—one of the best teams and Joseph Lewis werc much con Every part was well done, Miss Mar
him to Knox Hospital. No bones were in the State—will be seen. Simmons cerned bv the news that they were in guerite Haskell playing the ingenue
broken. The case was investigated by will pitch, an^_Swede Westberg will jured b.v lightning Tuesday night ln lead as Polly Mason, opposite Robert
Patrolman McIntosh; no blame was be behind the bat in place of Archer, Damariscotta. Joe is chief of police Connell as Jack Mason, the spend
attached to the motorist.
who is receiving treatment for a and Fred foreman of thc Massasoit thrift millionaite, “Bob " doing good
broken finger at Knox Hospital. Engine Co.
dramatizing as well as singing. Her
News was received Tuesday of the The game will start at 3 o'clock, day
bert K. Thomas, a newcomer in
light.
Sunday
St.
George
plays
at
sudden death of Mrs. F. Belle French
McLain's Shoe Store, R. E. Nutt,
Waterville,
with
Middleton
in
thc
box.
ln Worcester. The remains are be
the Boston Shoe Store, Dorman's
ing brought to Thomaston for inter
Shoe Store, L E. Blackington and A
A
repair
shop
was
recently
opened
ment. Funeral services will be held
•ertwtiric
Levy have pledged thelr support to
at lhe residence of Capt. S G. Hupper over t.he Spear shoe store by Mabel the President's N.R.A. agreeing that
80 Rankin street, Rockland. When L. Cross, and this gave rise to the no employe shall work more than 40
this paper went to press the arrange erroneous report that thc wife of I. hours a week. Commencing next
ments had not been completed, but Leslie Cross had established an in Monday they will be open from 8 to
friends mav ascertain the time by dependent business. When one stops 5 30 p m. every day except Saturday
to consider that name of Mrs. I. when the hours will be 8 a. m. t>
calling 166-W.
Leslie Cross is L. Mabel Cross, and 10 p. m.
A
_____
that it was Mabel L. Cross who has
_
"holds u* tmb arch"
Tickets for the concert to be given opened the new place it can be
MARRIED
by H. Wellington Smith of the Pleas readily seen that there was a good
PARKER - STODDARD
At Rockland.
Wonderful Shoes for thoss
ant Point summer colony and asso opportunity for confusion to exist.
Aug. 2. William E. Parker of Eastciated artists at Watts hall, Thom
hampton. Mass. and Miss Ervilla A
tired feet
Stoddard of Rockland.
aston, tomorrow evening mav be
As assisting artist in the recital of JONES-MOULTON—At Thomaston. July
They hold up the arch
bought at. McDonald's or Brackett's
by Rev Mildred P. McLean. Her-1
drug stores, or from Mrs-. Leila thc piano pupils of Miss Mabel F. 30.
Ask your neighbor about
bert J Jones and Mrs Lillian Moul
Smalley. Miss Alcada Haji and Miss Lamb tomorrow evening at the Uni ton. both of Thomaston. | Correction I
them
Irene Young, Thomaston; the Maine versalist vestry Virginia, 12-year-old JOHNSON-WENTWORTH — At Thomas-1
Music snore, Miss Margaret Stahl daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Hector B. ton. July 30. by Rev. Mildred P. Mrand Mrs. Gladys Morgan. Rockland; Tyler of Boston, formerly of this city, Lean. Oliver J. Johnson and Mrs
Wentworth, both of Thom
the Camden Drug Co., Bovnton & will be presented ln songs and read Cynthia
aston.
McKay drug store, and Whitehall ings. Virginia has made many radio
appearances over WHDH in the chil
Inn. Camden.
DIED
dren's program directed by Mr. Earl
and is considered one of the out SHUMAN At Waldoboro, July 30. Inez
Appreciating that an all-opcratic standing young artists ln that group
C. Shuman. aRed 62 years, 11'months.
program has not been 'presented in Her teacher is Marie Doherty of 7 days. Funeral services were held
afternoon at the home of her
any local concert for some time, H Squantum. Mass, accompanist for Tuesday
sister Mrs, L. L. Mank ln East Waldo
Wellington Smith, who ts directing "Big Brother." also for Mr. Earl—a
boro. Interment In Rural cemetery.(Correction.)
the concert to be given in Watts HaU talented young woman of 19, who
Thomaston, tomorrow evening a> teaches clarsical and popular music, HAOAN—At Swan's Island. July 29. Mrs
Fred
Hagan, aged 83 years.
8.15, Is presenting hts artist-pupils— tap dancing, etc. Mr. Earl selects
A Style For Every Foot
Bunion Truesdale, Edna Merritt, talent for his program by going PERRY----- At Camden, Aug 2. Mary
AAA to EEE
Bell (Sherman), wife of Wilder W
Georgia Thomas and George Tinker through the schools and trying out
Perry, aged 80 years. 2 months, 23
Straps
or Ties
—ln this type program. Mr Smith voices. Instrumentalists and readers, days. Funeral Friday at 2 o'clock.
will lend his own splendid voice ln and Virginia was chosen in this way FRENCH—At Worcester. Aug. 1, Mrs
F. Belle French. Funeral services at
both solo and ensemble numbers Miss Lamb's pupils to be presented
BEACH SANDALS
of Capt. S. O. Hupper. 80
Assisting will be Carl Webster, 'cellist in recital will be Jeanne and Joyce residence
Rankin street. Phone 166-W for time).
Cuban or Flat Heels
cne of New England's favorite artists, Palmer, Hazel Nutt of West Rock DAY—At Camden Aug. 1. Robert E . son
and Edna Wellington Smith as ac port. Barbara Soule, Dorothy Sher of Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler Day of New
York, aged IB years Private funeral
companist. Several of the numbers man, Lorna Miller and Leatrlce Davts
arc old favorites, and the ensemble of Friendship, Madelyn Rawley, at thc family residence. Bay View
relections aid In building a program Frances Marsh. Ruth Emery, Lucille strect, Thursday at 2 o'clock.
of wide interest.
CARD OF THANKS
Stanley, Stanley Murray, Billy East
express our sincere appreciation
Winfield Benner and David Curtis. toWc
our many friends, relatives and neigh
This is the last week you can buy Other features will be songs by Joyce, bors for thclr kindness during our re
SHOE STORE
flour without tax. Special values all and Jeanne Palmer and Leatrlce cent bereavement; and for the beautiful
438 MAIN 8T.
ROCKLAND
this week. Buy today. Stover's Pride Benner. The recital will be open flowers.
Mr. Frank H. Harris and family, Miss
MAIL ORDERS FILLED
Flour “The Flour the Best Cooks without admission, to anyone Inter Rosa
E Teele
ested.
Use."
91-93
Thomaston.
1
•
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aug. 3 — Camdon — Adelyn Bushnell
players ln "Intuition," auspices Cam
den Rotary Club.
Aug. 4 — Thomaston — Concert by H.
Wellington Smith and associated artists,
auspices St. John Baptist Church.
Aug. 5—Knox Pomona meets with
Highland Grange, East Warren.
Aug. 6—Camden—Utica Jubilee Sing
ers at the First Congregational Church.
Aug. 8—Camden—First Curtis Me
morial concert st opera house.
Aug 8 (10 30 to 4 301 Educational Club
picnic, box lunch at 12,
Mrs. E. M.
Lawrence, hostess
Aug 9 Owl's Head—Church lair and
supper.
Aug. 10—Tenants Harbor-Sale, supper
nnd entertainment. Baptist Church
Aug. 10-11—Waldoboro—"Heads Up,"
presented by Methodist Home Makers
Society.
Aug. 10-12—Rockport—Carnival and
Regatta.
Aug. 11- Thomaston—Illustrated lec
ture by Com Donald B McMillan,
auspices American Legion.
Aug. 12—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Grange holds fleld meeting with Penob
scot View Grange at Glencove.
Aug. IS — Martinsville — Ladles Circle
annual sale at Orange hall.
Aug 17- Warren—Annual midsummer
concert at Warren Baptist Church.
Aug 18-Camden—Concert at opera
house, Curtis Memorial series
Aug. 21-24—Eastern Maine Fair, Ban
gor.
Aug 23—Thomaston—Annual fair of
American Legion and Auxiliary, on the
Mall
Aug. 23—Thirteenth annual State
fleld meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug. 24—Rockland Garden Club an
nual flower show
Aug 28--Camden—Third nncert of
Curtis Memorial series
Aug. 30—Kitty McLaughlin In concert
at the Congregational Church.
Sept. 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim
onton Community Association
Sept. 4—Labor Day.
Sept.4-9—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept. 11—Special State election.
Sept 28-28—North Knox Fair, Union
Oct 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, Dam
ariscotta.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair
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Some Interesting News Items

SHOES

$5.00 Value

15 pairs two tone tan

SPORT SHOES

GREGORY’S

98c

J

R. E. NUTT

PATTERNS WE CARRY . . . McCALL, VOGUE, HOLLYWOOD (MADE BY VOGUE AT 15 CENTS)

Sa l e

KNITTING LESSONS
FREE

of VELOUR

t

Special Purchase of High Grade 30 inch Velour in

'Rose, Blue, Mulberry, Brown, Red

Learn how to make Rugs,

Sweaters, Boucle Suits, etc.
Normal Retail Price $1.98 a yard.
All free—come in the

morning if possible

98c yard

ANKLETS

New Shopping Baskets

New Shipment

Handsome Melon Shaped Baskets

All Colors
All Sizes

59c 75c 98c

10c

Have You Visited The Bargain Attic Lately?
39c

Ladies’ House Dresses,

Ladies’ Full Fashioned Service Hosiery,

45c

Men’s Work Hose,

Ladies’Cotton Hose, good quality,

17c

Men's Fine Cotton Hose,

Rayon Underwear, reg. and extra sizes,

23c

40 inch Cotton,

59c
8c

10c
6c

1-98

Men's Wool Sweaters,

$ SENTER CRANE
amateur dramatics, did excellent
work as Dr. Maxwell; Mrs. Nettie
Vinal was fine as Agatha Mason,
adding much merriment, by her act
ing: Miss Dorothy French gave a
realistic touch as Gerry Mason
while Josef Vinal as Sidney Burns,
young lawyer, in a difficult role, did
thc part well. The humor was left
to Gerald Brown and Andrew Con
nell as reporters Long and .Short for
the Daily Applesauce, and Misses
Helen Boyd and Kathryn Starrett,
theis girl friends Peggy and Aggie;
Miss Bette Saunders was vivid as
Toodles de Vere, playing opposite
Howard Kenniston, blase' show pro
ducer. and Alfred Oxton as Ruggles,
furnished many a laugh; Miss Beateice Haskell, dancing maid, pleased
everybody by her good dancing and
rhythm; Robert Stevens and Arnold
Castner acted well the parts of Ruff
and Scuff, the furniture movers.
Specialty dance and song numbers
added to t.he entertainment; Minuet,
by Shirley Howard of Rockland.
Madeline Haskell, Verna Robinson
Jeannette Overlock. Annette Haskell
and Constance Jenkins, thc girts ln
attractive costume; an exhibition
waltz, featured by Mtss Jane Ryder
and> Warren Simmons of Waldoboro;
the haunting waltz, sung bv Mtss
Hilda Aspey, popular contralto:
"Happy Feet," routine dance, by
Irene Ypung of Thonyaston. Jane
Ryder. Arliene Anderson and Geraldyn Porter, all of Waldoboro;
Shake J4e and Wake Me, song and
dance, Robert Connell and Margue
rite Haskell; Cradle Snatcher, nov
elty song. Bette Saunders; Elsie
Schlutz-en-heim, Gerald
Brown;
Old Maid's Burlesque. Andrew Con
nell, Willis R. Vinal. S. F Haskell.
Harlow Brown and Dana Smith. Jr.;
A child's pantomime dance, by
Beverly Cogan, cute ln cton jacket
and long blue satin trousers, and
Sonia Corner, five-year-cld daughter
of Mrs. Elise Allen Corner, ln pale
pink dress, pantalettes and pok"
shaped hat.
Buck dance, Alfred Chapman of
Thomaston; tap dance. "The Side
walks of New York," Arliene Ander
son; Shuffle off to Buffalo." song and
dance, Gerald Brown, Andrew Con
nell. Kathryn Starrett and Helen
Boyd; Bowerv waltz clog, Barbara
Gilchrist and Alfred Chapman;
Dutch dance, ln costume, little Sonia
Oir ner; soft t-llioe dance. Beatrice
Haskell, Mrs. Marjorie Kenniston.
Nathalie Starrett, Mrs
Arlene
Genthncr and Gertrude Stoddard;
a bell hop tap, Alfred Chapman;
song, "Hold Me." and pantomime
Dorothy French and Josef Vinal; song.
Marguerite Haskell and Robert Con
nell; song routine. Howard Kennis
ton and Miss Saunders; all American
girl ballet. Arliene Anderson. Jane
Ryder, Gcraldyn Porter, Beat.-ice
Haskell and Irene Young: finale, by
east. Mrs. Louie Drewett was pianist
for the production.
More than $100 was taken at the
door. It was through thc hearty
co-operation of thc committee, coach
and members of the cast that the
affair proved such a marked success.
Much pleasure was manifest tn the
courteous way the pupils of the Elise
Allen Corner School, both from Wal
doboro and Thomaston, added their
services. The committees included:
Advertising, Mrs. Alice Brown, Mrs.
Shirley Bowley, Mis. Nancy Clark,
Mrs Edn^ Moore: tickets. Mrs. Car
rie Smith, Mrs. Mary Berry. Miss
Annie Starrett. Mrs. Laura Robin
son, Mrs. Chisie Trone. Mrs. Mildred
Gammon and Miss Doris Bowley.
A dance followed with Miss Adcllc
Feyler, pianist, Mrs. Mary Berry,
violinist, Arnold Teague, saxophon
ist, and Richard Bucklin, drummer,
furnishing the music.
Members of Mystic Rebekah Lodge

Father—"It's a good plan, my dear,
In the view of the office-holders,
always to think before you speak."
President Roosevelt will have to do
Daughter—“But, dad, when I do a whale of a lot of reforestation k>
MissCorbett Says That Cloth
, that the girls have changed the sub- offset his ax work elsewhere.—Arkaning Is Sorely Needed For ject.”—Boston Transcript.
|sas Gazette.

AN URGENT APPEAL

School Pupils
Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
Will you please allow me space in
your paper to make an appeal for
children's clothing.
School will soon be commencing
and already a number of mothers
have appealed to me for clothing—
anything that can be made over for
a dress for Jennie, or pants for
Johnnie.
There is a distressing need for
these things. Fathers have been out
of steady work so -long—no money
to buy anything. The city is doing
all it can to relieve distress in the
way of food. etc. Surely there ls *
dUcevdcd
(serviceable
clothing
packed away in closets, which some
one's children have out grown, yet
which will flt others in great need.
This appeal is urgent.. Please help
get some child ready for school.
Let us see to it that no children
enter Rockland schools ashamed
because thelr clothing is so shabby
compared with other boys and girls—
through no fault of thelr own Send
clothing to the city store, or phone
663-W.
Helen Corbett,
City Matron.
extend th’tr thanks to all who ln
any way aided in the presentation of
the play.

AS A TREAT TO TIIE FAMILY
TRY

JAY’S HOME ROASTED

PEANUTS
Special for Saturday 17c lb

JAY OLIVER
CONFECTIONER
Formerly Fred Tripp’s Food Shop

F4”t-4"S"5444'4"!"l,4'4>4<"H”F+-l-:-S-4>44444”t«*-:-++4-4-:>44”i-H-5-4-4-4-{-+-:--:-

THE LOBSTER POT

❖

- .

SHORE

DINNERS

On The Wharf At Friendship, Maine

CLAMS

HARD SHELLED LOBSTERS

Meals Served Every Day From 8 To 8, D. S. T.
89Th92

■H

AYER’S
Lots of folks are getting all “het up" over the new Industrial
Code. Well, what's the use. We've got to sign it and like it and
P< rhaps it may be just the kind of medicine we need, let's hope ao.
But surely now is the time to buy.
FOR MEN—
DRESS SHIRTS at same old low prices
.............. 59e, $1.00, $1.50
WORK SHIRTS ........ . ..... ..... . ................ ...................... 5!le, 65c, 75c
KHAKI PANTS .......................
$1.00, $1.25
WORK PANTS
98e, $1.25, SI.98
SWEATERS—all wool
.................... $2.5(1
OVERALLS
$1.00. $1.50
SHIRTS AND DRAWERS
24c, 45c. «5<
UNION SUITS
.... 50c, 75c, S1.00
FOR BOYS-J
BLOUSES AND SHIRTS
59c, 69e
PANTS—Shorts or Knickers
59c, 65c, 75c. Mb
SWEATERS ....................
........ $1.00, $1.25
SWEAT SHIRTS .....................
. ........ ............... 59c
OVERALLS
...........................
50e, 75c $1.00
KHAKI PANTS
........... ........ $1.00
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS
59c, $1.<MI, SI.50

We are not trying to frighten anyone, but everyone (night to see
thal wilh the new wage scale, shorter hours and the cotton tax added
to the cost of goods, prices of all goods are to be much higher. The
time to buy is before prices advance.

WILLIS AYER

J rJ rJ rJ rJ rJ rJ r-J r-J

WE GIVE
GOLD BOND
STAMPS or
6. A IL GREEN

. 1 STAMPS

s Emonton s
DEPARTMENT 8TORE
410-412 Main Street
ROCKLAND, MAINE

ASK FOR
, A H. GREENSTAMPS or
GOLD BOND
STAMPS

MID-SUMMER SALE-WEEKEND SPECIALS
SUMMER DRESSES at Close Out Prices, including Chiffon, Voiles, Percales.
• SWEATERS, 39c, 59c, 79c up

LUGGAGE—TRUNKS, BAGS, SUITCASES
Don’t Forget thc Domestic Department—Prices are advancing daily!
the time to make purchases at Real Savings

Now is

WE ARE OPERATING UNDER THE N. I. R. A. REGULATIONS

J. SIMONTON

!

CO.rgma/Moajgrareftfgjajgrafentfaf,

I

Every-Other-Da^
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FRIENDSHIP

......

WALDOBORO

LAKEWOOD THEATRE

Percy C. Hill of Detroit, Mich., it, 1
at Riverside Farm for the summer j
Mr. and Mrs. K L. Deymore of i
Freeport have been in town.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and Mrs.!
AnneG. Bailey were in Augusta Mon-,
day. Mrs. Gay attended a luncheon
given by Mrs. Blaine S. Viles at t.he
Augusta House and the organiza
tion meeting of the State Chapter of
Daughters of Colonial Wars.
Miss Jane Luendle of Larchmont.
N. Y., is guest, of Miss' Barbara
Cooney,
A picnic was enjoyed Tuesday I
. afternoon at the Benner camp, Mar
tin’s Point. Luncheon was served
at neon. The company Included Mrs
I Helen Jones Benner, Mrs. Inez |
Hovey, Mrs. Sarah Lash, Mrs. Anne
Bailey, Mrs. Ethel Sturrock and
Misses Isabelle Waltz, Dorotheaj
j Waltz, Marion Storer, Wintered
Knowles, Priscilla Storer and Vir
ginia Hovey.
Mrs. Jennie Benner came home
j Saturday from Belfast where she
I wjts guest for two weeks of her
cousins Mrs. Horace Wentworth and
Mrs. Lizzie Beckwith, who returned'
[ home with her and spent Sunday
The Sunny-Side-Up 4-H Club held
its 33d meeting'of the year at Me
domak
Athletic hall, Tuesday
Twelve members and one visitor were j
present and a short, business session
was held. Plan were made for a,
picnic and for a local contest Sept. 8
Sandwiches and lemonade were pre- j
pared and served by the members.
The next meeting will be In tlie hall,
Aug. 15. Lunch will be served.

Vacations

BOB.HAVE VOU NOTICED

THAT EVERYBODY
SEEMS TO BE SMOKING
CAMELS NOW ?

Mr. and Mrs. Granville T. Brov “Another language" Present Attrac
visited relatives In Thomaston Sat
tion Is Different. — “Spendthrift
urday
Lady*' Next Week
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Coogan of
_
and
Hartford, Conn., spent tlie weekend
The Lakcwa.d Players arc between .
with Mrs. Andreas Hartel. Jr
world premieres this week. Last
Mr and Mrs Joseph Yorke Hough week is was "Cornelius McGinn
ton and son James of Chevy Chase M D„” and next week It will be
Md . are visiting Mrs. James Spear "Spendthrift Ladv," while the cur
for a month
rent vehicle is "Another language.'
___ By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES
Carroll Gleason of Dover, Mass a last season Bicadway success.
■auixw Amharfc? and Ckltl Medical Dlruaar
spent the weekend here with his
While "Another Language” Is a j
New Yark Life laeueaaca Cvmpaay
family.
story of familv life it has something
Mr, and Mrs. Nelson Lash and which no other plav cf its tyne has.
HOT WEATHER HAZARDS
daughter. Joan, of New Bedford ,
Ma" . are visiting Mrs Jessie lash
a certain, almost indescribable not
OME people spend their vacations at home. If they use a measure of
Rev. und Mrs. Philip Prick o! common sense about it, they may get more real benefit from their holiday
Cchces, N Y and Mrs. Hugh Mcperiod than the people who spend their time in a mad whirl of exercise and
Ktcn and daughter of Schenectady 1
travel and return to their work exhausted Many of the same rules to ba
N Y„ are spending the month of Au-J
gu't at thc Rishell cottage
followed by people who spend their
Dr . Anna Platt and Miss Maya i
vacations at home can alao be applied the fan. Electric fans should also
Bamford of New York have arrived
by those who must work during the be kept out of reach of little fingers.
at Oreystones for the remainder of
summer time.
. fhe season. M!s3 Bamford has jus:
Baths
Above all, don’t try to do too much
. returned from a European trip.
At least one bath a day ls advisable
Mr. and Mrs. C. S Pavson of North
during hot weather, either at work or during the summer, not only for I he
Weymouth, Mass. left for horn''
at play. Get out of doors as much as sake of cleanliness but also for
July 29 after two weeks at “the Camp"
possible. Ute the parks and play comfort. A tepid bath, between 80
in Friendship They enjoyed a jolly '
grounds your city provides for you and 90 degrees temperature, is an
little having partv before going.
anil your children. If possible, get excellent way to obtain relief and is
Rev Edward C. Camp and family :
into the country during the daytime. far better than one that is too cold.
of Watertown. Mass, and DavLs i
Go to baseball games or to the sea Long immersion in a cold bath chill*
Point, closed their cottage July 31J
shore, and get enough sleep.
ths surface of the body und congests
and will spend some time with Mrs ■
M A. Hatch at The Parm before re- I
*Don’t expose yourself too freely to ths organs.
turning home.
Be careful getting in and out nf
the sun at first, but acquire a tan
A group of young people gathered |
gradually. Excessive sunburn is not the bath tub. Don't leave a cake of
nt the home of Mr. and Mrs William
only painful, but may cause scars, soap in the tub or you may atep ou it
E. Bramhall last week Wednesday
and have a severe fall. Spread a
serious illness and even death.
i vi ning for a surprise party on Miss
bath towel or rubber mat on tha
Beatrice Bramhall and Charles
Alcoholic beverages not only fall bottom of the tub to avoid slipping)
o a o •
Giant, and various useful z id at
to cool the body but actually Increase Never reach out of your bath tub
Mbs
Anne
Elizabeth Cooney
tractive gifts were bestowed upon thc
its heat. Sweet foods and meats and touch any electric connection
veung couple
The evening was
In the death of Miss Anne Eliza-1
should be eaten moderately. Rely or appliance. Thia is exceedingly
Erie Dressier
1 beth Cooney which occurred at;
happily passed and cake and punch
more upon green vegetables and dangerous.
i "Olenhurst." Saturday morning, a,
were served by the hostess.
fresh fruits.
’ very sweet and gracious personality
of sincerity and simplicity that sets 1
Mrs. Frank Murphy
has passed to a higher life. A native
be sure that waste matter is
it apart from the general tun of
Thu it the eleventh in o tenet
of New York, she had been closely
The funeral of Mrs Prank Murphy plays. Kathryn Keys. Sylvia Field. I
eliminated from the body regularly,
of 12 article! on Vocations and
associated for many years with Wal
i Ava Pottle) of Vineyard Haven Eric Dressier and Owen Davis, Jr. 1
once or twice a day. It is sometimes
Health.
The twelfth, on Sun
doboro, making her home here ln I
Mass . was held in the Baptist Church have the principal roles.
hard to maintain a regular schedule
stroke and Heat Proetration, u-ilf
j summer at the residence of her
Priday afternoon Mrs Murphy dud
"Spendthrift Lady" is another i
on a vacation, particularly If you do
anewer the (juettiirnt
i brother, the late John J. Cooney, j
in a Boston hospital Wednesday amusing light comedy like "A Sai- 1
any traveling, but it is most impor
j and. since his death with her sistermt.ning alter a long illness She is urday Night " Tlie story of ccurse
I. What people are must sus
tant that you do au.
! in-law. Mrs. Laura S. Cooney. Un- j
survived by her husband, one daugh is in no way similar, nor does it. as j
ceptible to sunstroke? 1. How
! selfish and gentle, Miss Cooney was
Many accidents occur in the home
ter Mis. Francis B Winchenbaugh of th? title would indicate, concern a I
can it be prevented? >. What
I greatly beloved, and will be missed,
Friendship, lour sons James ol woman of extravagant financial I
during but weather from people
first aid measures should be
j not only by her devoted circle of
F.iendship and George, Carleton and tastes. Rather, she is a spendthrift
moving or adjusting an electric fan
practiced on a victim of sun
relatives but by a large group of
Kenneth of Vineyard Haven, her J Of her sympathies and affection.
while it is still running. Always
stroke?
J friends.
father and mother Mr and Mrs The result Ls she is unable to be en
make sure that the blades have
The last services, held at G’enOccrge Pottle, of Friendship, a tirely true to her husband even i
stopped revolving before touching
(Copyruia.
NYU Co 1
1 hurst Sunday afternoon, were typi
sister Mrs Oliver Brown of Bath, and though she never does anything
cal of the quiet serenity of her life
two brothers Alvin and Willie Pottle really wrong.
were at the North Haven ferry land- Lying in a veritable bower of flowers
cf Priend-hip. 14 grandchildren and
VINALHAVEN
Sylvia Field has the principal role
_____
I ing at the time, and fortunately nu gathered in the home gardens, she
two great-grandchildren. Interment of Nina who. as the plav opens. ha<
, was surrounded by relatives and
was in the Harbor cemetery.
been granted her divorce and is j qiinrtavqz-hnni nt Union Church !onc was lnjured.
to be the guest of honor at a party I hai been discontinued during the S?r;„and ^Ti/dtughter'Mrs”wll" !friends d*ar
her Rfv A °
of friends ar.d relatives at the home month of August. The Adult Bible Gaining their daughter Mrs Wil- ^vis conducted an impressive servUNION
of her parents. The party is scarce- cias wil, meet as usual in the ladies'
*lal?
“nd
lce and she Was lald beside her only
LuciuslastBarker
and"at ^"l^ne'of
family
call's
Thursday
ly under way when who arrives but parlor in the vestry.
^(S
JwTrela!?,
*“

Health

*
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CAMEL’S COSTLIER TOBACCOS

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES ...
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE I

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE]
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8
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7
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HORIZONTAL
1-Caverna
D-Ceaset
10- Fatigue
11- Weird
13- Near
14- Add
16-A measure of
weight (abbr.)
19-Makes new
21-On land
23- Comparative suffix
24- Gains
27- East Indies (abbr.)
28- Obstructs with
sediment
31- Part of the foot
32- The inside
34- Ocean
35- Bind
37-Sailor (Colloq.)
39- Uneven
40- Two of a kind
41- lndigent
42- Retidence (abbr.)
44-Recent
46- An enclosure
47- Maritime distress
signal
50-Episode
52-Buttle
64-Wasted

55

W
fcb

7M

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
56- Point of compass
(abbr.)
57-Crawl
59- Each (abbr.)
60- Rubber.
62-Queerest
64- Pronoun
65- ltlands (Poet)
68- Deputy Lieutenant
(abbr.)
69- Lemon-like fruit
71-Genuine
73-Cut
74-Prussian city
VERTICAL

2- Confirm
3- £ix (Roman)
4- Rub out
5- Japanese coin
6- Look
7- Largest State in
U. 8.
8- Conjunction
9- Huge snake
12- Plant of the
mustard family
13- lndeflnite article
15-An emperor of
Rome

72

LJ

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
TABLETS FOR WOMEN
They relieve and prevent
1 heZ
periodic
riodic pain and associated
disorders. No narcotics. Not
just a pain killer but a modern
medicine which aos upon the
CAUSF of your trouble. Per
sistent use brings permanent

relief. Sold by all druggists.

IMS.

lol

71

New 50X Size

1

VERTICAL (Cont.)
17- A negative
18- Uncanny
2O-Large lake
22-Long grass stem
25- Consumed
26- Snare
29-Glide
30- To be sparing
32- Pre»ses
33- Scandinavian people
36-Anger
38-Large monkey
42-To set again
43- Always
45- Conflict
46- American poet
48- Unita
49- Affi rm
51-Cuddle
53- Distribute
55-To dispense litttB
by little
57- Offense
58- Strikes an
attitude
61-Threetoed sloth
63-The (Sp.)
66- Series (abbr.)
67- Before
70-Four i Roman)
72-Becauta

Ralph Carroll in Thomaston.
the husband, divorced, her exMrs Mary Jones of Troy is visiting hurband Pom that point on the
a- the home of her father Lionel play progresses from one humorous
situation to another until an amus
Newbert.
Mr. and Mrs Will Dornan were ing and unexpected climax is I
visitors at Joe Carpenter's last Sun reached.—adv.
dayMrs Clara Harrington, Maude
NORTH HAVEN
Eclster and Donald Cameron were
T-rva Reward and Edna Caldercallers at Frank Watts Monday.
Several from this place visited thc we d have returned home after
Knox Memorial In Thomaston last ^pending the weekend in Rockland
week Tuesday.
guests ot Mr. Sarah Prescott.
Fred Simmons and Clifford Porter
Ira Curtis who has been employed
cf Waldoboro were in town last week at he C E Waterman Co. stor- the
During August and September the past few years is now in charge ot
central offlee of the Union Tele- Philip Brown's ice cream shoppe.
Gilbert Laite is in Camden where
phone Co. will be open an extra hour
on Sunday, from 8 30 to 9 30 a m. he has employment. Mrs. Laite and
Otherwise the hours are the same son Gilbert will follow soon. Everyas in the past, and not as previously cne is sorry to have these popular
veung people leave the Island and
stated.
tukes f'olloWb*t^Tlen’S “ln

coombs entertained a liVes in wanham Ma^ She mo- '?*,Brookfla"d '^^ery. A touchin;
o(
at Boulder
in mhsm tea She mo , featurej>fthe service.was when her
cottage. Shore Acres.
d l°JZ,
, “L was regrand-nephews bore the flower
Cottage, snore Acres.
cousin Geotge Lemon, who was re laden casket from the house, which |
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Briggs re- turning to Pratt. Kansas, after a her presence had graced for so many j
turned Monday to Augusta having lortnight’s stay here with Mr. and years.
been weekend guests of Mrs. Mary L. i Mrs. Frank White.
Miss Cooney is survived by her
Arey.
i —
Mr. and
re , sister-in-law, nephews Carroll T
---- Mrs. George
- Wright
William Bell and friend of Bos- turned Friday from Bangor where j Cooney and Russell S. Cooney Of 1
Mr Wright had been on business
Brooklyn, N Y.; and her niece Mrs
ton sPent Sunday here,
Madeline Cooney Hemingway of
A party of relatives of Mrs. W. P ,
“r\T°V,‘°
Syracuse. N Y. The surviving
Greenlaw who passed two weeks in turned.Wednesday-c
town left Saturday for Boston. They
£7^“” EtU grand-nephews and nieces, to whom
the memory of "Aunt Annie" will^
were Mnv Phillip Oilmour and Mr Wright the f»st few weew
and Mrs Hazen T. Congdon, and little
Mis. Marjorie Wngh^ Thomas always be sacred, are John Cooneydaughter Ann of Janiaica Plain and ten visited her mother Mrs. Etta Hemingway, Stuart C. Hemingway,
over the weekend.
Jr., John R Cooney, Carroll Trow
Mr and Mrs. T. H Congdon of Los Wright
The T F Class of Union Church bridge Cooney. Jr.. Robert B. Cconey
Angeles, Calif,
Sunday School with their teacher James Sampson Cooney, David C
Mr and Mrs. Harry Wilson and Mrs. Atwood and pastor Rev. N. F
Cooney. Richard B Hemingway. Anne
guests. Mr. and Mrs. 8idney Wilson
and daughter Barbara and Mrs. Har- Atwood were at the beach Friday at ICarron Hemingway. Oaroline" Trowold Clark of Portland are at Camp F. E Geary's farm The beefsteak j bridge Hemingway. Bradley Schenck
was
only the beginning of I ^
Hemin
gway. Jean
Schenck
Heming>Moves of Provldenee is xnend !abroil there
**
*hJch
“MaSihie)
“o^t
HemlnFTTy.

•
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DAY |

Motet'
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50

a day single .... and $4.00
double for this smart centrally
located hotel.

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they an I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, eadi with
private bath, shower, radio,circu

lating ice water and many other
features you'll be happy about.

51st STREET
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK

ROY MOUITON
Executive Vice-Prej. and Managing Dlr.
WRIT! FOR PfSCtfFTIVC IOOKIBT

Mrf

TENANT’S HARBOR
Mrs David Wooster is vbtting her i„g a vacation in town with his
Frank Rawley and son of Rumford cousin in Quincy, Mass
Mr,
Coombs and Miss Faye
were weekend guests of friends here, i Miss Elda .Lermond and guests mother Mrs. Mary Noyes and his wife
Oobum entertained Monday evening
Rev. Allison Watts and family have Miss Ncrma Havener and Mrs. Carrie and little daughter Nancy Lou.
Mrs. Elliott Hall and Miss Nellie at bridge at the home of tl\f forreturned to their home
Nichols and daughter Ruth of Rock- Hail will be hostesses at bridge j mer The four table party Included
Several from this place attend'd
and who had planned a weekend Thursday evening at their home
several of the teachers and some out
the ball game at Vinalhaven Satur party
at the cottage at Long Nose
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
Miss Carrie Pendleton was guest of town friends. Honors went to Mrs.
day.
Bartlett's
Harbor,
and
did
stay
there
,
CP ON GKOVF.R
Mias Adelia Bickmore of Thomas a cart of last Saturday night, decid-! the past week of Mrs. H. W. Fifield J. W Kittredge, Mrs A A Peterson,
Miss Nina Gerald and Miss Mabelle
ton is visiting her sister Mrs. Etta i ed to postpone lt until there was a ' at Craventhirst
I For The Courler-O»zette|
E
Mont Perry who has been ill for J Carlin.
h r.r-1 si
Written after a climb to Beech Hill Wall.
premise of more favorable weather.
summit. In Rockport, a hill railed by the
Stephen Cook is ill.
xi’-t' I
Greenlaw has "retiinied' r“v"ral weeks and confined to his
Nelson Bunker made a business
e; a s|t,ezir
ClNlT
Mrs I,, ter Greenlaw has returned
improvwJ jn hea]th
lrlp Monday to Bar Harbor
towns-people "Up op Orover."
Mrs
Norman
Barter
and
children
rTa
from Jonesport
iJETEME
We strolled along that curving way.
spent Friday in Port Clyde
Mr. and Mrs Frederick Malcom of
Verne Beverage had the misfor Wednesday he greeted his friends in New
kIrIaIn
Beneath warm winds, one summer's day.
MEiNm
York arrived Monday at their
Frank Nevers arrived at hls sum tune to lose cne of hls best cows , the living room.
Until
we
reached
the
top
of
Grover.
aId d'e
o s s:e.
From there I looked the whole world mer cottage last week, and will re- during the thunder shower last Sun- ‘ Mr and Mrs Howard McFarlane rummer home.
The lecture to be given Aug. 7 in
1 main until Labor Day.
over.
day. The cow was struck while ; and children of Randolph, Mass., are
Memorial hall will afford a rare treat.
Rev. Mr. Barton and family are on standin? ur.der a tree in the pasture. making their annual visit in town
S a|nid|v
, The mighty sea before my eyes.
Mrs. Maurice Leadbetter enter- when Donald B MacMillan will tel,
a two weeks' vacation trip.
Above my head the wondrous skies;
Another cow was injured slightly.
T R oivRI 1
tained the Butterflies at her home of his "Four Years with the Polar
Mrs. Mvrtle Taylor has employ
. The peaceful valley lay at rest.
Mrs.
James
Tabbutt
was
a
RocRA 1 tJa N
A crystal lake against Its breast.
ment at Wan-e-set Inn.
Saturday evening.
Esquimaux.”
land visitor Tuesday.
___
.........................
....... ■ A special town meeting will be held
Mrs.______
Louis_______
Hanley
and daughter
The men have been getting large
R A 1 ls|l N
The trees were garbed ln garments green,
Miss Elda Lermond entertained Gertrude
of Thomaston are spending Saturday to consider the question of (
catches of mackerel out at Southern Tuesday at the cottage at Lone Nose,
COD C
Each swaying pine a lovely queen.
The ancient mountains, tall and high. Island.
several weeks with her another Mrs. | baseball games on Sunday.
E|r,E'£
in
honor
of
her
niece's
birthday.
Were kissed by clouds as they sailed by. , V rum°rpd lY qua;"’ at
Those present were Miss ‘ Norma Flora Ames.
lardham will start work in a few „3V„nfrp
Rnpk;anrt AnB, „„„
Mrs. Jessie Greenlaw and son AlT felt like God upon Hls throne.
WASHINGTON
As though the great world were my own; days.
Marv Dver, Lucille Gillis. Mrs Car- fr«> «'»rned
fro>" .C.amde"
PORT CLYDE
1 I called aloud, gave my command.
The summer sale of the Ladies’
rie Nichols and honor gu?st Miss where they were guests of Mr. and Guild will be held at Grange hall
But nothing Beamed to underetandt
Ann Andersen.
Ruth Nichols. She received many Mrs Blanchard Oreenlaw.
Mrs Annie Ginn of Auburn, R. I ,
Mr and Mrs. Fred Hopkins of, Aug. 9. The hall will be open to the
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE I nice oresents. A lobster dinner, with
Quincy. Mass . July 30.
public at 1.30 and a fine assortment
has been guest of Mrs. Ada Brennen.
I ice cream and cake, was served at Providence are guests of Mr. and Mrs. of hand embroidered articles, aprons,
The rummage sale held at the I
SWAN’S ISLAND
i nocn. and swimming was also en- Charles Smith.
Miss Sara Bunker was hostess Sat quilts and fancy goods, will be on
library Friday was a great success |
____
!joyed.
ii*
sale at reasonable prices. There will
15
and a good sum was added to the
Miss Treva Howard and Miss Edna urday at a bridge party Honors went be a candy table of the homemade
Calderwood have returned home iMettle Ingerson and to Mrs.
library fund.
Mrs- Nettie Milan, Miss Betty
variety, and don't forget to look for
Snell and Mrs. Sadie Gross were reaf r spending the weekend in RockMt's Marjorie Smith returned the grabs, which will be displayed ln
MLss Edith and Miss Helen An- centiy dinner guests of Mrs. Laura
Iand
j mHo
thony have returned from a visit ln g, anjpy
an entirely new manner this year,
‘ Miss Norma Havener who has been fro™, J?*l.8,‘?d ^AurdBy
Eliott Hall spent the past week in a real “wash out.” Supper at 5
Camden.
| jjrs Edwin Cronkite of Massachu- j
a guest of Miss Elda Lermond re
o’clock
Portland
Rev. John Holman. Jack Cashman, setts returned home Tuesday after
turned to Rockland Wednesday.
W. B Hewett and Mrs Lloyd Hew
Miss Gwendolyn Lindsey, recent
Clitton Morse, and Charles Colbroth spending two weeks with her mother,
A meeting of the Village Improve
ett of South Somerville were recent
guest
of
Mrs
Andrew
Johnson
re

intended the campmecting last week Mrs. Addie Staples,
ment Society will be held, in LibraryXi
ly callers on L. W. Bartlett and Mrs.
11
hall at 7.30 p. m. standard. Aug. 7. turned Tuesday to Quincy.
at Lakeside.
| ^jrs. Rilla Joyce recently enter- •
x<
Ella Brann.
Mrs.
Donald
Johnson
and
child
re

If
Mrs. Elda Ames was an overnight
Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbay tained Mrs. Mary Trask. Mrs Anna
#■1
Miss Mildred Bartlett of West
turned
Saturday
from
Knox
Hospi

.3®
guest Tuesday of her sis'er Mrs
was In town last week.
j Trask. Mrs. Nettie Milan and Miss
Washington who has been visiting
tal.
Evalir.a Brown at Zion. Vinalhaven
William Clifford has returned to
Snell,
C. S Roberts of Rockland was in I relatives in the village, returned
Mrs Will Oregory and daughter town Tuesday.
his home in Round Pond after a visit
A picnic dinner was in order Sunj home last Thursday.
Lillian
were
recent
guests
of
Mrs.
The house of Oscar Lawrv was1 Charles Bartlett, who lives near
wlth his daughter Mrs Henry , day at the home of Mr. and Mrs ;
James
Oregory
in
Vinalhaven.
I jirkin.
James Sprague in Atlantic, the occastruck by lightning late Sunday aft- ! the campground and has been ill for
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman R.birson erncon. Windows were broken, the | several days is improving,
Catherine and Leah Andrews are [sion
in honor of Master War- i
of Vinalhaven spent last weekend radio put out of commission, glass ] The Ladies' Guild held a picnic a'
.’pending the week with Mr. and Mrs. ren Spragues ninth birthday. In
45
•j5
with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hopkins.
was thrown all over the floor and the foot of the __
Lake, on Harold
Theodore Davis in Rockland
1 ,he company were Mr and Mrs
MJr
i con5'dPrable da_ma8e don«*. but there Kaler's shore last week. A wienie
1 James Sprague, Mr and Mrs. Ernest
J. W. Bennett, Elmer H. Bennett, Sprague, Mr. and Mrs.
tian
Bartlett.
Jr.,
of
Bath,
will
be
Alfred;
ln ar
‘r
a
was no fire Capt. and Mrs. Lawry | roast, with doughnuts and coffee
•40
Evelyn Gingros, Viola G. Bennett and Sprague, Myron, Maurice. Warren.!
sorry to hear of Mr. Bartlett's 111____________________| provided by Guild members, was fol
Antonio Pedro, all of Attleboro, Mass, Alonzo and Laura Sprague, Mrs. i
J ne=s. He is at the home of his parlowed by ice cream, furnished by
No. 13734
| ent' in Rockland.
and friends of Mr and Mrs Ellison Margaret Trask. Miss Bernice Smith
Harold Kaler and Earle Boynton.
DEPARTMENT
Hart recently spent the week at Port and Eugene Norwood.
Mrs. Merle Mills, daughter Bea Office TREASURY
of Comptroller of the Currency
Ka'<’r has a motor boat and three
Clyde.
trice and son Wilfred 'pent Monday
Washlngton.*D. C , July 19, 1933 I row boats which were at the disposal
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Trask, May
at
Vinalhaven.
A vacation Bible school is being nard Herrick and Basil Joyce were
WHEREAS by satisfactory evidence1 of all who wished to use them, and
Mrs. Walter Joyce has returned presented to the undersigned lt has been aygljtcd by Mr. Lessner he managed
held at the Baptist chapel for two in Rockland Monday. They made
made
to appear that
from the hospital where she has
weeks. It is under the direction of the trip by plane.
the motor boat. All pronounced It
“TIIE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
been for surgical treatment.
Rev. Charles Marstella.
a ereat day, many thanks to Mr
ROCKLAND"
Mrs. Margery White of Boston is
Services will be held as usual Sun in the CITY of ROCKLAND In the Kaler.
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Breen and guest of her sister Mrs. Hester
day a*, thc Old Church at 10.30 a m. County
ot KNOX and State of MAINE
Mrs. Alvah Chadwick were recently
th
and at the Village Church at 7.30 has complied with all the provisions of
entertained at the home of Mr and
p. m. standard. Rev. H. F. Huse con the Statutes of the United States, re
Mrs. Rilla Joyce recently spent the |
Mrs. Ellison Hart at a chicken dinner
to be compiled with before an
ducting both services. Two selec quired
association shall be authorized to com
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown oi I day with Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask j
m
Atlantic.
tions
sung
by
Stanley
Quinn
and
mence
the
business of Banking:
South Portland and Mr and Mrs
...
,
, was siinnerl
NOW Therefore I, J. F. T. O'CONNOR,
Mrs
Margaret Trask
Foster Morrison at last Sunday eveYELLOWSTONE PARK
Fred Sargent of Falmouth Foreslde
M?- Mai^aret
Trask was
supper
ning 'ervlce were much enjoyed and Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby ‘
Parcel Delivery
spent the weekend with Mr and Mrs.
dMr- and ,Mrs. Cleveland
“I would love to go out wes.
appreciated.
I cert,,y th4t
navis
Trask Friday of last week.
_ ____ _______ __________________________
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
Ulysses uavis.
Thp Saturday night social in Red and see Yellowstone Park!” says
ROCKLAND"
Family Washings
Men s hall wits' conducted by Marga-j Freddy. "It must be a wonderfu
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
1
In
the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the
CONSTIPATED 30 YEARS
NU-VI-TA HERB & IRON TONIC
I ret Sprague and Laura Stinson.
j place!” Freddy is looking at a
Called For and Delivered
j County of KNOX and State of MAINE Is
I. It cleanses the system.
authorized to commence the business I
Mrs. Fred Hagan, 83, died July 29, book full of pictures of the Park
AIDED BY OLD REMEDY after an illness of several months.
2 It purifies the blood.
of Banking as provided In Section Fifty )
He is particularly interested in
3. It improves the appetite.
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re
••For thirty years I had constipa- Funeral sen-ices were held at the one picture. If you want to see
4. It aids Digestion.
vised Statutes of the United States.
5. It tones up the system.
In Testimony Whereof, witness
tmn Souring food from stomach late home Monday. Rev. W. C. Os- it, take a pencil and join all tht
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to ISeal | my hand and Seal of Office this
rhoked me. Since taking Adlerika I, g”«d officiating. Besides her hus- numbered dots together, starting
TeL 106-R
correct Constipation.
NINETEENTH day of July, 1933.
am a new person. Constipation Is a band she leaves a sister. Mrs. Eugene with dot number one ami endin
7. It is guaranteed safe and reliable.
J F T, O'Connor,
Freedman Medicine Co., Stonington. Me
thing of the past.”—Alice Burns.. Rowe and two brothers John Pray
Comptroller of the Currency.
61-T-94
C H Moor Si Co., Druggist.
J of Corea and Reuben of this town. with dot number forty-nine.
88-114

Cooney t»d Daniel R«-

700*°°^

moo

WHtRt MAI I ERN LANUtD—$1- ,

berian children gazing out to sea,
from the Penlntule ot Chukota, upon
whien the avletor made a forced
■ending. The emlllng Texae airman
nad Been mleaing for over two
weeke on hie eolo round the world
light He ie well, and expects to re

i ft* oY

sume me flight.

Moy

We

Surest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE
BEACON ilkhfc l

BOSTON, MASS.

Ol

■eed ee Beacoi.
I Next to th*

1(1 1, = >

jtlj-llEinlieiln,

/

Juit

a feu minutes walk to the theatre, Hx&aacud,
«nd shopping center*.

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath,

”.00

up; with bath,

M.00«

Cnmplere Restaurant and Cafeteria Service

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

4e*ottbycC/
p.-”c'"',’vu«v''00u
Mode’"'
o,

IN NEW YORK CITY
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
DOUILI
SINOll S|3O #

Dincdan of I. J. Ctffol

HOTll
HOTll
HOTll
HOTll

YORK - 7th Ava. and 36lh Si. — 1 mtnuta Pann. Station
ORAND-Broadway and 31>t St.— S mlnuto Penn. Station
INDICOTT-Columbui Ava. and 81 tt St. —Oppetita Park
MARTHA WA5HINOTON far Woman - S9 East S9th St.

IN BOSTON
Hotel Manger, No. Station, $2.50 up.

IN CHICAGO
Hotel Plaza, No. Ave. A No. Clark St. $1.50 up

Every-Other-Day

TEXT OF THE NEW CHARTER
(Continued from Page One)

ance of their duties By the person
presiding in the ward meeting, or
the 1st election of the members of
by the clerk thereof, and a certifi
the school committee, the 2 several
cate of such oath shall be entered
members elect who shall receive
by the clerk on the records of said
the largest number of votes cast at
ward. The warden shall preside
such election for school committee
at all ward meetings with the
man shall hold office for 3 years,
powers of moderators of town meet
the 2 several members elect who
ings and if at any meeting the
shall receive the next largest number
warden shall not be present, the
of votes cast at such election for
clerk of the ward shall call the
school committeeman shall hold
meeting to order and preside until
office for 2 years, and the one re
maining member elect shall hold a warden pro tempore shall be
chosen. If neither the warden nor
office 1 year, and each shall hold
the clerk shall be present, any legal
office until his successor is elected
voter in the ward shall preside until
and qualified. No person, how
ever, shall be ineligible to member a clerk pro tempore shall be chosen
ship on the superintending school and qualified. The clerk shall
record all the proceedings and
committee on account of sex.
Sec. 2. Organization. ’l he su certify the votes given, and deliver
perintending school committee shall i over »° bis successor in office all such
meet for organization on the 1st i records and journals together with
Monday in January following the aH dovu™nts and papers held byregular city election. The mem h,,n ,n ,he W «t clerk All
bers elect shall be sworn bv a juatice!'vardlm1wt,nBs sha11 bf not,1f,fd and
of the peace to the faithful dis-! calkd b> the city counc.l in the
charge of their duties. A majority manner Provided in the laws of this
of the whole number to be elected ' state for notifying and calling town
shall be a quorum.
| meetings by the selectmen of the
Sec. 3. Powers and duties of the several towns.
superintending school committee.' Sec. 3. Nomination by petition.
’Fhe superintending school commit- i he nomination of all candidates
tee shall have all the powers, and b,r elective offices provided for by
shall perform all the duties in this charter shall be by petition,
regard to the care and management ' he petition of candidates for
of the public schools of this city mayor, councilman arid for each
which are now conferred and im , member of superintending school
posed upon the superintending committee shall be signed by not
school committee by the laws of this less than 100 qualified voters of the
state, except as otherwise provided city. The petitions of candidates
for warden and for ward clerk shall
in this charter.
Sec. 4. I'aeancies. Whenever I be signed by at least 25 qualified
from any cause a vacancy in thc, voters of the ward wherein the can
superintending school committee' didates are to be elected. No voter
shall occur, the vacancy shall be shall sign petitions for more than 1
filled at the next annual election for ’ candidate for each office to be filled
the unexpired term, if any, by elec- at the election, and should he do so
tion in the usual manner,'or the city his signature shall be void as to the
council may call a special election. 1 petition or petitions last hied.
ADTH'I I' V
$eC‘
Signature to the forms
AK11CL1. \
of nomination papers. The sign aNominations and Elections
tures to the nomination petition
Sec. 1. Election. At the 1st, nee() not all be appended to 1 paper,
election after this charter is in. |,ut to each separate paper there
force to be held on the 2nd Wed- ^all be attached an affidavit of the
nesday in December in the year cjrculator thereof, stating the num
1933, the qualified voters of the city ber of signers of such paper and that
shall ballot for a mayor, 5 council- each signature appended thereto
men, and for 5 members of the was made in his presence and is the
school committee, and the qualified I genuine signature of the, person
voters of each ward shall, at thc whose name it purports to be. With
same time, ballot for a warden and j each signature shall be stated the
a ward clerk; and thereafter, on the p]acf of residence of the signer, giv2nd Wednesday in December in jn(; the street and number or other
each year, a regular municipal elec-I description sufficient to identify the
tion shall be held, and the qualified ' ,arae. The form of the nomination
voters of the city shall ballot for a J petition shall be substantially as folcouncilman to fill the unexpired lows:
term of any councilman whose' We, the undersigned electors of
office is then vacant, if any such' the city of Rix’kland, hereby nomivacancy then exists, but whose ternt nate
, whose residence
of office would not then have nor- ,is
for the office of j
mally expired and for a councilman
to be voted for at the
to fill the office of the councilman election to be held in the city of
whose term of office expires that Rockland on the
dayyear; and shall ballot for a mayor | of
19 . ; and we

r

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 3, 1933
under the title of the office to be
filled. The drawing shall be made
by the city clerk, at which draw-ing
the candidates or their representa
tives shall be entitleW to be present.
The ballots shall be without party
mark or designation. The full
name and residence of each candi
date shall be given. At the right of
each name shall be a square within
which the voter shall place a cross
to designate his choice.
Blank
spaces shall be left at the end of the
list of the candidates for each office,
in which the voter may insert the
name of any person not printed on
the ballot, for whom he desires to
vote.
1 he ballot shall be printed sub
stantially as follows:

MARTINSVILLE

Miss Margaret Partridge and Mr.s
Danforth of Augusta are occupying
their cottage.
Roger Salmon and family of New i
Jersey have arrived for the summer, i
Mrs. Joel H. Hupper entertained
for her grandsons Jacky and Roger
Hupper last Thursday afternoon )
Other guests were Misses Dorothy
Shorb and Joan Allen.
Miss Prances Valentine and Mrs. C. i
E. Allen and party of Massachusetts j
are occupying Clarence Dwyer's cot
tage.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carlin of I
Everett, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge j
Hollingworth, daughter Ruth and son
Robert of Taunton, Mass., and Fred
Smith of North Redding, Mass., are
guests at the Wayside.
Mr. and Mrs. Pratt of Massachu
setts are occupying the Mason house
Sylvester Welt of the State High- j
CITY OF ROCKLANI)
way Department was a recent guest j
at William Cook's.
Ward ( )
William Cook has returned from
Regular (or Special) City Election Bellevue Hospital. New York city.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lailer of Bre-1
(Date)
men were weekend guests of Mr. and
Official Ballot
Mrs. P. H Piersons.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Booth of New
Instructions to Voters
York city are guests of Mrs. Booth's
To vote for any candidate mark parents Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Healey.
a cross (X) in the square at the
Mr and Mrs. James Routledge oi
Needham, Mass., are visiting Mr and
right of the name.
If you wrongly mark, tear or de Mrs. Richard Routledge.
Mr and Mrs. Shibles and daughter
face the ballot, return it and obtain Barbara who are spending the sum
another.
mer in Thomaston were callers re
cently an Mr. and Mrs. P H. Pierson
For .MAYOR
A cow moose was seriously Injured
John Doe
w
(Res.) on the Barter Flat Wednesday eve
ning of last week by a car driven by
Richard Roe
(Res.) Wilpas Salinen of Cushing. The
(Res.) moose and two calves Jumped into
the road ln front of the car making
For COUNCIL
it impossible to avoid a collllsion
John Smith
(Res.) The calves escaped unharmed, but
the cow suffered a broken leg and
William White
(Res.) other injuries.
Authorities were
(Res.) called and they shot her and disposed
of the carcass.
For SUPERINTENDENT
Mr. and Mrs. Ray R. Allen are
SCHOOL COMMITTEE
on a motor trip to Quebec.
Miss Elizabeth Harris who is at
Charles Brown
(Res.)
tending summer school at ParmingJoe Jones
(Res.) ton spent the weekend with her par(Res.) [ ent.s Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Harris.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe H. Hupper
For WARDEN
are on a motor trip through Nova
William Doe
(Res.) Scotia.
,n
, | Miss Marjorie Hupper returned to
Charles Roe
tKes.j Farmington Sunday
(Res.) | The Ladies' Circle met last. Thurs
day at the parsonage with Mrs. Eliza
For WARD CLERK
Wiley and Mrs. Mary Barter, host(Res ) I es£es- t0 Preoare for their
and
John Jones
} >> '{ fair, Aug. 16, at the Orange hall.
Charles White
' Kes-’ j Eighteen ladies enjoyed the hospi( Res.) talit.y of Mesdames Wiley and Barter.
Mark a cross (X) in the square *? noon a Picnic lunch was served.
,
. ,
,
Three tacked comforters were the re;rt<he right of your answer.
ward of their labor
next meetShall
.......................... Yes I ing will be Sept. 4, place to be an>
I nounced.
*
I
• • • •
Sba11
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'Archer-Dobbins

PROTECTED
BY U. S. PATENT PENDING
COLONIAL

£sso

„

STATIONS

The composition of Essolene is unique

product harked by the name and respon

... it is n distinct advance over regular-

sibility of the Colonial Beacon Oil Com

priced gasoline.

pany. This name will never he put behind

Essolene contains a special solvent oil

which cleans, keeps clean and in proper

Just try Essolene in a tank cleared of
other'fuels. Then write your own adver

tisement. . . . Essolene is colored orange

ordinary lubricating oil.

gas-locking. These are the facts about
Essolene. l he

guaranteed facts.

When you buy

GUARANTEED

SPRUCE HEAD

Essolene you

buy a

BY

COLONIAL

to

piston

Its anti-knock value is unsurpassed hy

AND

product that docs not live up

everything said about it.

rings, piston ring grooves. It contains no

working condition valve stems,

any regular-priced gasoline, and it is non

PRODUCED

any

BEACON

OIL

to prevent substitution.
Vi rife or fall nt Colonial Esso Touring
Sen-ire, 2H Broadway, Sew York City, before stort
ing any motor trip, for shortest, smoothest, most
scenic route und any other information inn want,
Indiridual attention, by return mail, free of east.
Cope. 1933, Emu, Inc.

COMPANY,

STONINGTON

HOPE

INC

RAZORVILLE

Mrs. Celeste Coombs passed Wed
Everyone Ls invited to remember
Services at the church next Sun
Miss Elsie McGrath of Rockport,
• No
Friends were surprised to learn of Mass., and Miss Doris Perry of day will be at 10.30 daylight, with nesday of last week with her daugh the date of the church fair. Aug. 9.
ter Mrs Jai>es McGuire at the Ocean and attend, as a fine supper always
Sec. 9. Specimen ballots. The the marriage of Miss Prances Dob- Danielson, Conn , have returned to Rev. Pliny Allen conducting.
> i shall
i ii cause
...... . spec men, k-,1
of Mrs.
Joanna
Good word has been received from View Hotel, where she was able to follows the sale period.
city clerk
bal-J bins,
Qf daughterand
8umner
R Dodge their homes after spending a vacation
Mr and Mrs. Winfield Savage of
of two weeks in one of the E. V. Shea Miss Julia Harwood and friends who hear the addresses of Governor
lots to be [Misted in public places son of Samuel S. Archer of St. George.; cottages.
are visiting the World's Fair in Chi- ' Brann and Coi.gressmen Moran and East Gardner. Mass., and Mr. and
Utterback.
Ml.s Alex Kilgore nnd friends of
and advertised in the newspapers which took place July 25 at the BapThe Bridge Club was delightfully cago.
Mrs. Leo Blood and children have
Falls spent the weekend
not later than 10 days prior to the
P^nage in Rockland The entertained by Mrs. Henry York last
Mrs. Oertrude Stevens Randall of I returned from a visit with relatives j Livermore
here at the Savage farm.
.
cll ii
ceremony was performed by Rev J Thursday evening with picnic supper Akron, O., was a recen'. guest of her
in Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hibbert, of
city election. Such specimen ballots Charles MacDonald, and thc single and two tables cf bridge Special
cousins. Mrs. L. P True and family.
Harold Collins is passing a vaca- Middletown. Conn., are at thetr farm
shall he printed on colored paper ring service used. Following the guests were Mrs. Austin York of New
Mrs. Clarence Hosmer, son and ton with hls parents Mr. and Mrs for three weeks.
and marked specimen ballot, and couple returned to the home of Mr York and Mrs. E. H. Newhall and daughter-in-law of Waltham. Mass , Milford Collins
Miles Glidden of Providence was
and Mrs. H. H. Hupper with whom Mrs. Callie Morrill of Rockland
shall contain the names of the cer the groom makes his home to be
Mr. and Mrs. James Tenio and sons and Mrs. Butler of Vassalboro were j Warren Brown and daughter Inez at Edith Overicck's one day recent
tified candidates with the residence greeted by a group of well wishing James and Francis of Dorchester. visitors at the R. E. Brawn home. were in town last week to attend the ly. He is spending a vacation at the
funeral of his brother-in-law Arthur i Morse farm. South Washington.
Mars, are occupying one of the E. V. and at L. A. Weaver's.
of each, instructions to voters, and rice throwing, etc., young people.
The funeral of Chester Grotton
Gardner Burt of Waltham. Mass., Richards.
Thursday
evening
an
informal
re

Shea
cottages
for
a
month.
such measures as may be submitted ception and shower wa3 tendered 'he
Mrs. Stuart Jolly of New York is was held here Saturday at the
Mrs. Etta Ingraham and son Don was a guest at the Bills home the
visiting her mother Mrs. Lois Eaton. chapel. Mr Orotton in his younger
to the voters. Such ballots shall be wedded pair and a purse of mcney ald of Camden arrived here last past week.
Mrs. Elmer True and Miss Kath-) Norman Gray ot Boston who is: days lived at the home of his Uncle
without party mark or designation. I presented by former captain of the Thursday and will chaperone Misses
ln the banking house of the Alonzo on the Ridge, but for many
Sec. 10. State election laws.I st Oeorge ball team Johnny David- Janet and Eleanor Morton and Elsie erine True were weekend guests of employed
First National is spending a vacation years had been away, and was in Bos
—,
. .
/.Li
„/
! son in behalf of the team and ball Frew for the remainder of the sum friends in Calais.
The provisions of the laws of the fgM
was expressed bv
Mrs. Seth Kelley of Woburn.1 with his mother Mrs. Cora Gray and ton when he met with the shocking
to fill the unexpired term whose individually certify that we are state of Maine relating to the the bride and groom. Mrs. Alfred mer.
accident, being run over by a car
Mrs E V. Shea entertained Tues Mass., is at. her cottage on the Hobbs 1 aunt Mrs. W. L. Greenlaw
office is then vacant, if any such qualified to vote for a candidate for qualification of electors, registra- Hocking made the wedding cake day of last week at a pre-birthday Pond road and part time guest of j Rev. and Mrs. Hubert F. Leach and and his neck broken. He lived only
family of Thomaston are the guests i a few days at a hospital where he
vacancy then exists, but whose term the above office and that we have ,i„„, ,h, manner rf noting ,he
“dJSa ““ anniversary party in honor of Mr.s her brother B. H. Nichols and fami of Rev. and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick.
was taken at the time. He leaves a
Herbert Prescott of Thomaston and ly at Lakeside.
of office would not then have nor-: not signed more nomination petiMrs. Elmer Joyce and son Cedric of: sister Mrs. Rosa Smalley of this
duties of election officers, and all Hupper's spacious living room in vel- Mrs. Alice Hall of Rockland. A de ■ Harry Carroll and friend of Bos
mally expired, and for a mayor tions of candidates for this office other particulars in respect to the low and white and Mrs. Orville Wil- licious lobster dinner was served
ton were guests of R. L. Thorndike Camden spent last week with her1 place, brothers Oeorge of Somer
parents Mr and Mrs. John Gross.
ville and Charles of Rockport and a
whose term of office expires that than there are persons to be elected management of elections, so far as Hams and Mre. .Hupper served. FolSundav nleht Mrs Grace York. one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs A. M. Joyce, Mrs son of Whitefield. Rev. Mr. Currier
l
l
i- ki k.u .......I lowing refreshments, Impersonations Mrs. Elizabeth York, Mrs. Lillian
year; and for such members of the thereto.
they may be applicable shall govern were g(ven by „Jit„ Ricker Hparti. Rackliff, Mrs. Maude Shea. Mrs
Wilfred Conary and son Lyndon and of Rockport officiated at the funeral
school committee as may be neces Name
Street and all municipal elections except as I
Duane Kane of Brooklln recently services. Interment, was at Razor
APPLETON RIDGE
congratulations, and best wishes Gladys Simmons, Mrs. Frances New
sary to fill the office of those whose Number
ville cemetery.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley, Hattie viiited Mrs. Elizabeth Joyce.
otherwise provided in this charter. | to accompany them were bestowed ( hall. Mrs. Callie Morrill and Mrs. Eu
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Cripps have I Saturday night was an unusual
term expires that year or for the
, upon the happy couple
genie Godfrey motored to South Hope Hatch. Chrystal Stanley and Winni(Space for signatures)
and enjoyed a chicken dinner at the Ired Keating motored to Castine, arrived from Panama to pass the stormy one. Several thunder show
unexpired term of those offices in
, being duly sworn,
[TO BE CONTINUED]
Bluehill and Ellsworth and return summer vacation in Maine. They are ers with wind and rain during which
Community
Sweet Shop.
LONG
COVE
which there is a vacancy; and the deposes and says that he is the cir
now guests of Mrs. Cripps' parents the buildings of Allie Mank were
Dickey Harris of Rockland is visit Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Simpson.
qualified voters of each ward shall culator of the foregoing petition
burned and the barn of Bert. Side
ing
E.
V.
Shea
for
a
few
days.
Charles
Adams
of
Liberty
has
sup

GROSS NECK
Mrs. Nellie F. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins have linger was ripped up some but not
at the same time ballot for a warden paper containing
plied
at
the
Baptist
Church
the
past
moved into their house on OTeen set on Are.
Miss Villa Stahl ol Broad Cove was | Nellie F. (Garrett), 61, widow of
three Sundays. It Ls expected there Head.
and a ward clerk. All the votes signatures, and that the signatures recently a visitor in this place
ST. GEORGE
Charles H. Murphy died July 16 at
will
be
no
services
Aug.
6
and
13.
Myrio Bartlett of Stonington and
Mrs John Johannison of West Wal- the home of her daughter Mrs. Redcast for the several officers shall be appended thereto were made in his
Edw. Taylor, Dan Ricci and Nick Rev. Watson is away on vacation.
Before driving th-e money-changers
Miss Marjorie Ellis of Deer Isle were
sorted, counted, declared and regis presence and are the signatures of doboro visited Mrs. Eldora Gross Fri-1 lngton Sprague in Longcove. aftei Scaffidi of New Rochelle, N. Y„ are
Neva Nelson of Monson, a school married July 27 at the Catholic from the temple, make them give us
day,
, an illness of several months.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leon mate at Farmington Normal, was
tered in open ward meeting as pro the persons whose names they pur
back our change.
Church.
Mrs. Henry Sidelinger and Mks
She was born Oct. 13, 1871 lr ard
vided by statute. The ward clerk port to be.
Vinalhaven,
daughter
of
Trueman
Madeline Hopkins of Damariscotta
Miss Pearl Leonard has returned dinner guest of Lucy T. Moody Sun
spent Tuesday evening at Mrs. Annie and Emellne (Young) Garrett, and to her home after a oleasant visit at day.
shall forthwith deliver to the per
(signed)
Austin Towle recently sold a horse
was married there May 20. 1893. to Kenneth Elwell’s, Orff's Corner.
sons elected warden and ward clerk
Subscribed and sworn to before Creamer's.
to Sydney Harriman in 8earsmont
Miss Sylvia Oenthner is visttiny Charles Murphy who died four years
Mrs.
Louise
Vannah
has
returned
certificates of their election, and me this
day of
her sister Mrs. Lloyd Light of Cam ago. Five children were born to them from Knox Hospital after a success
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and
shall forthwith deliver to the city 19
three of whom survive. Mrs. Reding - ful surgical operation. She very daughter of Hope were supper guests
den
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz wer< ton Sprague of Longcove, Mrs. Wai much appreciates the kindness of Friday of Mr and Mrs Austin Towle.
clerk a certified copy of the record
ter Scott of Skowhegan, and Mrs. friends who sent her cards, flowers
Mr. and NJrs. Eugene Butler, in
Justice of the Peace Rockland visitors Saturday.
of such election.
Mt. and Mrs. Irvine Condon of Calvin Smith of Tenant's Harbor and other gifts and made her per company with relatives from Wash
In the year 1933, the board of
(or Notary Public.) Thomaston and Mr. and Mrs. bloyd A daughter Charlena, the wife of sonal calls.
ington, D. C., motored Wednesday to
aldermen, and thereafter the oity
This petition, if found insuffi Light of Camden were guests Sunday Gerald Dalzell of Camden, died a
Mrs. Emma Smalley has been Cadillac Mountain and other places
year
ago.
and
a
son
Gerald
died
in
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Melvin
Oenthner.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Leonard of interest
council, shall, as soon as convent cient by the election authorities,
Mrs. Fred Collett and Mrs Pearl infancy. Eight grandchildren also for a few days.
Mrs. Esther Moody has as her guest
ently may be, examine the copies of shall be returned to
Delano and Mrs. Charles Collampre survive her and two sisters, Mrs R.
The St. George town farm is being for a few days her young niece from
tlie records of the several wards at No.
Street
of Friendship were recently guests A. Eldridge and Mrs. W. J. Rowling. painted which will be a great im Palermo.
Mrs. Murphy was a devoted wife provement. to the place. It can b?
certified as aforesaid and shall cause
Sec. 5. Filing nomination pa of their sister Mrs. Melvin Genthner
Edw. Ludwig and Frank Orassow
Mrs. Minnie French of Cambridge and mother, a kind neighbor, and Imagined after the flag Ls raised and were recent, callers at Austin Towle's,
the persons who shall have been pers. The nomination papers com
Mass., is visiting her mother Mr.s her passing will be mourned by her the painting completed, the town j Mr. and Mrs. William Graham and
elected mayor, councilmen, and prising a petition shall be assembled Annie Creamer
family and many friends.
The farm might readily be mistaken for children of Waltham, Mass., are
members of the superintending anj filed with the city clerk, as 1
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Waltz and Mr funeral was held Wednesday at 2 a hotel.
I spending a few days with Mr. and
school committee to be notified in instrument, not earlier than 28 nor and Mrs. William Thorne and daugh o'clook from the home of her daugh
Mr.s. P. D Perry and family.
ter,
Rev.
Frederick
Barton
officiating.
ter and Mrs. William Grass wen
It ls beginning to become apparent
writing of their election; hut it it later than 14 days, exclusive of visitors Monday evening at the home The bearers were Charles Wall. Omer
SOUTH WARREN
shall appear that no person shall Sundays, before the day of the elec of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach Conwav. Bernard Smalley, and Al that we can't really have a new deal
Cecil Cushman and family of the
bert Slingsby Interment was in until we get rid of a lot of the old
have been elected to any office, of1 if tion. No nomination shall lie valid in West Waldoboro.
Burnt Island Station were recent
Clark cemetary.
dealers.—San Diego Union.
the person elected shall refuse to unless the candidate shall file with
callers on Mrs. Cushman's sister.
Those
from
out
of
town
to
attend
WEST WALDOBORO
Mrs Rufus Overlock.
accept the office, warrants for an the city clerk in writing his accept
the funeral were Mr. and Mrs Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Barnes, Mr. ter Scott and family of Skowhegan
The Bucklin brothers have bought
other election shall be issued forth- ance of the nomination, not later and
OTHER DRINKS
Mrs. Floyd Barnes and daugh | Mr. and Mrs. R A. Eldridge and
an Oldsmobile car of Sidney Cope
with. At any election the person than 14 davs before the day of the ter of S'. Geofge and Mr. and Mrs. Garrett Roberts of North Brookfield
COST SO MUCH
land.
other than the councilman and! election,
Allen Sawyer of Rockland were Mars,, Mrs. W. J. Rowling of Port
M P P-ne called on Mrs. Cora
rt WILLIAMS ROOT
guests
Sunday
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
By

Ome in Thoma.rion Sunday, also on
land. Mrs Warren Merchant and
superintending school committee-1 Sec. 6. Certifying and publish
BEER
IS
BETTER
ron Mills.
friends in Fas'. Friendship.
Oerald Dalzell of Camden.
man, which are above provided for,1 ing the list of candidates. The city
Miss Eleanor Carter of Round
AND COSTS ONLY
O. A. Copeland was called to
receiving the highest number of clerk shall certify the list of candi Pond has be«i visiting her aunt Mrs.
Pleasantville Monday morning to
A CENT
SIMONTON
\A BOTTLE adjust the insurance for the Farm
HAT you eat has
teins and carbohydrates,
votes for an office shall be deemed dates, and shall cause to be pub Harlow Genthner.
The annual fair held bv the Simon
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Waltz and Mr
ers' Mutual Fire Ins. Co. for tho
the mineratsand vitamins.
a lot to do with
and declared elected to such office. lished in I or more newspapers, cir and Mrs. Alfred Waltz were Rock ton Community Association will be
damages caused bv liehtn'ng to tbe
the way you feel. Prove it
Just 100% whole wheat,
held Sept. 2. The manager Joseph
Sec. 2. IFarden and ward clerk. culating in the city, the names and land visitors Saturday.
’■ome of Mrs. Dora Hca'.b during
yourself by eating Shredded Wheat!
crisp-baked in golden-brown bis
Harold Campbell ls in Nashua, Morton has not made public his
The warden and the ward clerk residence of the candidates who
the recent thunder shower.
It's blessed with all the vital, youthcuits ... ready cooked, ready to eat.
plans
but
promises
to
make
lt
inter

M-s. Char'cs Maxcv entertained giving elements Nature so gener
chosen as provided in the preceding have duly filed the above-mentioned N. H.
Treat yourself today to this
esting
as
usual.
Mrs. Ralph Simmons of Friend
the Larkin Club last Wednesday at
ously stores in whole wheat. It's
VITALLY DIFFERENT food-with
section shall be residents of the petitions.
ship visited Mrs. Alton Winchen The dance to be held Aug. 5 will be
dinner. Oreen peas was the piece de
whole wheat with nothing added,
milk or cream, with fresh or pre
a depression ball and the person who
wards for which they are elected,
Sec. 7. Preparation of the ballot. bach last week.
j resistance.
nothing taken away.
served fruit—and let it help you stay
be«t reore."’nts hard times will re
Harlow
Genthner
was
in
Bath
Specimen
ballot
and
official
ballots
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
Frank
Page
visited
and shall hold their offices for 3
All the bran is there, all the pro young with your youngsters!
ceive a cash prize.
Monday.
|
friends
in
West
Aina
Sunday.
years from the 1st Monday in for use in all city elections shall be
Miss Eleanor Thibodeau who has
M-s Rosa Copeland who has been
All the important people seem to
January following the regular city provided by the city clerk.
been spending two weeks with her
| visiting friends here for several
Sec. 8. Form of ballot. The aunt Mrs. Alton Winchenbach re have been on Mr Morgan's favored
weeks returned Sunday to her home
election, or until others have been
turned Saturday to Friendship.
at the Meadows.
list. With the exception, however,
chosen and qualified in their stead ; names of the candidates nominated
Mrs. Milton Ware and two sons of
Extract
Mrs. Minnie Ludwig and sLster
as
provided
in
the
preceding
section
of
our
old
friend
Uncle
Sam.
—
San
the warden and the ward clerk shall
Worcester are visiting at G. O.
Mrs. Burlingame were calling on
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unooda Bak.ra”
Diego Union.
be sworn to the faithful perform- shall be arranged according to lot Winslow's.
AT ALL GROCERS
friends here Monday evening.

W

Williams

ROOT BEER

SHREDDED WHEAT
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THOMASTON

"ROSBERRYING TIME”

NEW YORK STY LES

I

For Sale
VALUES

FOR SALE

St. Cecelia's Choir Is sponsoring a And Over In Thomaston Browns, In Clear Rich Tones,
♦
food sale to be held on the church
Going To Have Prominent
TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement
lawn Saturday beginning at 1 p. tn.
Committees Arc Working
house for sale, all In nice condition,
The usual type of home made foods
Place
This
Rail
newly
shingled and painted outside,
For Legion Fair
will be available with some pleasing
papered, painted and whitened Inside.
specialties.
Will be sold at a great bargain, or will
The reporter turned in at the
Browns promise to hold first place
exchange for other property. Call me
I Mrs. Edna Smith would appreciate
up or come and see me.
FLOYD L.
white
gate
and
went
up
the
nastur]
among
high-style
fall
colors,
and
are
' receipt of material for fir pillows and
SHAW. 47 North Main 3t„ Rockland. Me
___________________________________ 90-tf
Mrs Edna Young material for aprons tum-bordered walk to the shaded stressed in clear pure rich tones, in
for the Legion Fair. One-half yard, side porch of a house cn Meeting cluding. in the darker register, a dark
HOUSE plants for sale, begonias,
coleus and other varieties. MRS CLARA
■ makes a pillow, a yard and a half an ' ,’JSC. H,uburnt
brown,
tobacco,
a
lively
Rnum
lookin'
for
ye
any
day
MAKER.
162 North Main St. Tel. 27-J.
apron.
.
■
I "I been
92-lt
FULL PINTS (!««]
I now." a hearty voice hailed him. brown, a chocolate shade called
Rev and Mrs John Fitzpatrick | "The rozeberries out back of the
BLUEBERRIES on • bushes for sale,
"fudge
brown"
and
a
very
dark
brown
end daughters of Stonington are
large berries. Excellent for hand pick
etU‘n'
nr
H fknown « licorice, Bisvayne and
ing MISS MARTHA E JONES Thom
guests of Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Leach i to Hetty X
this mornin when I fetched
aston. Tel 145______
92-94
±ODAY you will find America's
t Mrs. George Potter and children of in a box I wouldn't, wonder none if Bark tan are two other new rich
HOUSE, barn and land (33 acres)
Needham. Mass, are visiting her ye'd be along to help us eat 'em up. browns featured In fabrics, shoes and
known as the K. P. Fish place In South
fine ginger ale — the only nationally
parents Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Clark ! Hetty went to get ye some when we handbags.
No middlemen, no traveling sales I Hope Village on Route 101. Will sell
Complementing these
Miss Kathryn Scott is with her I see ye coinin'. Rozberrv time an’ various browns are new beige tones
men. no trucking expense, no na ' the whole or any part of the same. In
quire of E. H. BURKETT. Union Me
known brand that comes in full pint
tional advertising, no branches. All
parents for a vacation.
| Legion Fair in the offln'. that alius
__________ ________________________ 92-94
these savings mean “MORE FOR
! Thirty-five tourists visited (he j brings ye up this way. Alius glad to such as hemp, chamois and doc beige.
I.KSS" for you PLUS “PRICE AND
hotties (16 oz.)—at this attractive low
TWENTY-THREE ft. Friendship sloop
' Knox Memorial Tuesday.
see ye too. we be. cert'nlv do admire Also closely related to the browns
QUAIJTY.”
for sale. Boat and sails In good con
PLUS 2* DEPOSIT
Mrs Belle (Shiblcs) French died! t0 hear Ve talk. Did ye see Oram ?" are the brown taupes. orangy amber
dition. Price $125. Inquire of JOSEPH
price. The same mellow, sparkling
Best Family
Flour,
77c; Best
HUTCHINSON, Vlnalhaven, Me
91 *93
j Tuesday at Worcester. Mass. The | "Yes. and—"
PER BOTTLE
Pastry Flour, 73c; Armour's Pure
shades and gold, including orange
blend...the same rare flavor...the same
Lard, 9c lb.. 20 lbs. $1 78; New Pota
remains will arrive here Thursday
FOR SALE—Pullets, all ages, some ready
"I had a bad spell of rheumatiz laque—a brilliant rust tone—and
toes,
49c
peck;
fresh
eggs,
30c;
to lay. Rhode Island Reds and Ply
Her brother Edward Shiblcs who has an' couldn't go mwelf. but my niece copper gold.
"Presto” Heavy Standard Glass Pre
mouth Rocks STOVER FEED MFG.
delightful taste that has been appre
been visiting in town, left Wednes- from up Boston wav that's stopoin'
Dark bronze greens are important
serve Jars, pints. 77c doz., quarts, 87c
CO. on track at 86 Park St Rockland.
I
day
morning
for
Worcester.
—
.................
A
3-bottlepremium
doz.,
2
qts.,
$1.23
doz.
Fancy
corn,
Just below Armour’s. Tel. 1200.
91-93
I
down
the
river
took
Hettv
ani
they!
among
fall
colors,
particularly
for
ciated by millions for so many years.
cracked corn and meal. $1.45; heavy
Music lovers are promised a fine
a rea] good time Said 'Gram sports. There is also a medium green
HORSE, hayrack, double and single
40 lb. oats, $1.45; "More For Less”
in EVERY DOZEN
horse mowing machine and hay rake
chance to hear real artists at Watts jjerself was the spit an' image of ol' of slightly bluish almond cast known
Scratch Feed. $1.90; “More For Less”
for sale
Call
PETrER EDWARDS.
hall Friday evening, when a concert j^' Hunt that used to live neighbor as Arcady. Dundee green—a dark
Egg Mash or Growing Feed, $1.98;
Remember—(here is more in
Limerock St. Phone 806-J.
90-92
You may pay slightly more at times when icing,
"More For lzess” Dairy Feed. $1.63;
directed by H Wellington Smith and , ,0 us well. that Addle alius was a true green and Fostgreen in the same
Clicquot's 16 * ounce bottles
Domino
Fine
Granulated
Sugar,
$4.98
1930
HALF
TON
Ford
truck
In
good
'
including
several
others
who
,"-,'**,l~’ cun,.,
whr, arc (smart. young one ever sence she was range but a lighter version, are other
than in the 12-ounte bottles
delivery or other extra services are rendered.
condition for sale. CARL E FREEMAN.
per 100 lbs ; Dr. Hess Fly Spray, gal
passing the summer in South Cuah- born. Her an' Rita Smith's been new shades to be seen this fall
of other nationally advertised
Olencove. Tel. Rockland 289-J.
91tf
lon cans. $1.23; 5 gallon lots, hulk.
i ing will be given. The time is 8 15 writin' another play that's goin' to
(Bring your can) $1 per gallon;
ginger ales—much more! The
Red shades are important, particu
RASPBERRIES for sale, for canning
10
lbs.
Fine
Granulated
Sugar,
with
j The concert is being sponsored by the ^"play-actedin Watts hall. Tues- larly those that are clear, pure and
equivalent of 3 extra pint bot
and table use. MRS H P BUCHANAN.
other goods. 49c; Full Line of Pratt’s
I St John Baptist Episcopal Church, i day night an’ up to Camden too. bright, including cranberry, raspberry
36 Mountain St. Camden Tel. 2597.
tles (16 oz.) in every dozen.
Poultry and Dairy Remedies and Dis
BMR
i Mrs. Enc£h M Clark is entertaln- Be ye goin'?”
and currant shades. There are rose
infectants.
FOR SALE- More For Less” Egg
j ing her sister Mrs. J. Rattenbury and
shades
with
bluish
tints,
including
Yes.
I
—
”
Our broken package department
THE
AMERICAN
STANDARD
OF
GOOD
TASTE
Mash or Growing Feed. $198 per bag.
husband, and Mr. and Mrs Stemp. all
"So be I. Don't calc'late to miss rose ruby, mulberry and tokay red
supplies everything to the small . Both of these feeds contain Nopco XX
, I of New York City.
buyer from one pound to a ton.
everythin' they is coin'. I alius have Corsican red and fez red are reds
Cod Liver Oil and Dried Milk. You save
Mrs. E. D. Stover and son Irving of to laugh when I think of the young with a more yellowish cast and ori
$5 per ton and more on these hlghAt the same time all markets
Blakely
returned
Tuesday
to
Chest
through
the
mere
swirl
of
the
fln_
___
ROCKPORT
Worcester and Peak's Island arrived
ental flavor-4ioth favored for fall,
are advancing, so buy commodi ' grade feeds made fresh dally. Order to|
day and save the difference.
More For
nut Hill. Philadelphia. They were gers. the dabbling wirt a newspaper Wednesday "tor a‘ visit” with MrsRu'th one that said she couldn't, stand it as is also- tomato bisque—a new
ties today, you can double your
to live in a little town where they
Less" Dairy Feed. $1.63. These are un
money by so investing. We have the
Charles Aehorn of Concord. N. H . accompanied by Mrs Blakely who or sponge, etc. Several landscapes Brackett
doubtedly
the
greatest
cash
and
carry
bright
red.
lowest Cash and Carry Prices in New
All of! Robert Creighton has returned to wa'n't nothin' goin' on. Gosh nine
is visiting his brother John Aehorn. will remain for a visit with them were also painted by him
In New England. STOVER FEED
ty! Seems if they's somethin' all the Blues with fall style Importance
England. Deliveries anywhere wanted. !! values
MFG CO., on track at 86 Park 8t..
Miss Della Everett who has been these are now on display at the store ( Boston after spending a few days at time Here's Hetty now with your are a new metallic blue with violet
Union street.
STOVER’S CASH GRAIN STORES. , Rockland. Just below Armour's. Tel.
"* ithe
'“ Rockport Hardware
■------ —Co,
- —
which- home
Miss Marion Weidman entertained visiting her sister. Mrs. Mavnard C of
tints. Corbeau blue—a new fall navy,
rozberries
an'
cream
S'pose
ye've
1200
91-93
DISTRIBUTORS for STOVER FEED
MFG CO., on track at 86 Park St.,
at her home Sunday in observance Ingraham, returned Sunday to Wal- sponsored the gathering, The dem-I Necessary repairs are being made outgrown that hankerin' for 'em?"
cruise blue—a clear light navy, and
GLENWOOD GAS range for sale. In
tham.
Mass.,
making
the
trip
with
her
(
onsf-atlon
lasted
until
a
late
hour
Rockland.
Just
below
Armour
’
s.
on
the
sidewalks
on
Knox
and
Main
cl her birthday anniversary. Mrs
good condition
15 PARK ST. Over
"No indeed;" the reporter reported glory blue—a bright sports shade.
Tel. 1200.
92-lt
Clark's Cigar Store.
90*92
Cora Talbot. Miss Maude Pratt and brother Carl Everett who came to ; after which refreshments were streets.
There are greys, too. for fall—oxford
promptly.
served
bv
Chales
S
Oardncr.
mana

spend
the
weekend.
■
FOX TERRIER pups for sale. Fine
Harry Pratt of Rockland, and Mr.
greys, medium clear greys and dark
"There!"
Aunt
Hetty
settled
her

stock Males $5 Apply OUY JOHNSON.
A good delegation from Harbor ger of the Hardware Co.
and Mrs. William Talbot of Portland.
Harvey Howard who has been tn self comfortably in her rocker. greys, also shades that border on
Lake Ave Tel. 566-J
90-92
Charles Everett and John Frullo Fairhaven. Mass, on a visit, has re "Now I'll make some buttonholes in taupes. Black will continue very Im
Mrs. Nettie Witherspoon of North Light Chapter attended the OE.S.
BEAUTIFUL large Vlctrola and rec
Haven was a caller Sunday on Mrs held day at Penobscot Grange halt, I of Waltham, Mass. are visiting Mr turned to the home of his son on them aprons for the Legion Fair portant for day and evening, sharing
ords. also upright piano
Priced low.
an' get 'em out o' the way. They honors with white for evening.
Delora Merrill.
. Glencove. Tuesday, and a very en- and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingraham at Wadsworth street
Inspection invited. BURT RICHARDS.
their home on Commercial street.
Advertisements In this column not to Rockport. Me
90*92
Miss Marion -Weidman motored t.o j Joyable time was reported.
Clifton Felt has been added to the been askin' for percale an' stuff to
New Colors For Summer
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
Miss Lois Burns entertained the list of clerks in the A.&P store.
__
WHEN you are planning to sell your
A group of citizens interested in
The make 'em. but lands, it don't take Important among summer colors cents, three times tor 54 cents. Addi
Lakewood Tuesday with Mrs Cora
hour'sehed- long to put a few aprons together
tions! lines five cents each tor one time. chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
Talbot. Mr. and Mrs. William Tal- home decoration gathered at Union members of her Sunday school classI
78-tf
hot and Harry Pratt, returning home hall, Friday evening to witness the | Wednesday at a picnic at Smalls ujp
manners saje is increasing an' finish 'em off an' I guess they'll are grape juice—a rich purple red. 10 cents tor three times. 81x words WARDS Tel 806-J , Rockland
make a line.
mandarin
—
a
clear
deep
orange,
briar
FITTED
hard
wood
and
Juoka.
per
Beach.
Bathing,
swimming
and
demonstration given on the use of
Wednesday.
business.
be well oleased to have some all rose—a deep pink, sea glade—tur
cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARRev. F. F Fowle and family are Modene paints and enamels by Mr various games, with plenty of good
The annual business meeting of the made Mis' Averill on Hyler street quoise. and larkspur blue—a bright
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
spending a few days at Pemaquid. Sutton of the Frank Bownes & Co. things to eat made the time pass al Baptist Society will be held Monday is goin' to have somethin' new in medium blue. These colors, along
of Chelsea. Mass.
Artistic and together too quickly for the little June 7, at 7 o'clock in the vestry.
aprons for 'em this year, some idea
guests of friends.
The correapondent made a call | she got from one of her girls down with white, are featured, particularly
Mr. and Mrs. John Green who have beautiful effects were obtained by tots.
A
largely
attended
meeting
of
the
upon A. L. Vose. the new owner of to New York. One thing about ■ in smart linen accessories.
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ralpn Mr. Sutton on wet paint surfaces
Trytohelp Club was held Monday the West End Market. Wednesday aprons, they alius sell. Some wanU
Chic Coe tome Jewelry
•
DARK graft and white kitten lost,
evening at the home of Mrs Mildred He learned that Mr Vase is a de- cm new stvle an' some wants ’em The simplicity of the present Three
91*93
monthr old. TEL. 638-W
Rhodes. Various Important matters scendant of the Vo6e family who lived old-fashioned, but everybody wants fashions forms a splendid backPOCKETBOOK
containing
sum
of
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
were transacted at the business ses on Beechwood street, and is a rela- coma kind or another O', don't ground for costume Jewelry, which is money lost at Community Park Monday
bath to letk adults only. Inquire LILsion and refreshments were aerved by live of the Alex Mayo family on the forget to remind me to And out what playing an important part in the night Reward Return to ROLAND I LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Limerock St.
91*93 '
the hostess
90*92
same street. The store has been. n'ght they're going down to Mis' mode The first hints of fall fashions BURN8. Waldoboro.
Mr and Mrs. John Garrett, of newly painted and has a tidy appear- Cogan's to begin snippin' fir for with their rich, clear, dark fabrics—
SMALL apartments to let. furnished
Here's sure relief!
and unfurnished at the FOSS HOUSE
Philadelphia are occupying the MinMr Vose ts assembling
ng hjs them pillows. There ain't goin' to velvets, satins, dark sheers and the
Tel. 740 __________
88-tf
nie Weed house on Limerock street i stock of groceries, canned goods be anv too much time, with the Fair rest—naturally suggest a new fashion
ICED SALADA TEA, costing
TWO
DESIRABLE
modern
tenements
during the summer months.
meats etc The West End Market cornin' the 23d. but I tell ye what importance for pearls, which are not
to let. Broadway and Broadway Place.
Dr. F. R. McCullagh and Capt. has had prosperous days in serving tls an' what taint, lots of t.imcs ed In smart new bracelets, necklaces t
ERNEST C DAVIS________________ 92*94
three cents a quart (including
Charles W. Harris of Boston have that section of the town, and the folks can get as much done In a and earrings, as well as for trims on «
FURNISHED apartment to let. two
LIo\tT used car wanted, cheap for
arrived to spend the month of hope is expressed that Mr Vose may hurry workin' right smart as they evening bags. There are pearl bracecash No dealers MRS HATTON. 181 rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK
all ingredients) cools, refreshes
Augus’. at Mr. McCullagh's summer have such times come to him,
ST.
Tel 600 or 211-M
78-tf
can with more time to do with. lets, very wide, in flared cuff stvllng. South Main St Phone 536-M
92-94
home on Sea street. Joining Mrs McFURNISHED heated apartment to let
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond and Funny, ain't it?”
with matching collar-like effects.
POSITION wanted by experienced
and stimulates.
78-tf
Cullagh who has been here since daughter Olenlce who have been
"Yes. I—" began the reporter.
The single strand remains a favorite stenographer and bookkeeper Whole or Inquire 14 MASONIC 8T.
References
MISS N F.
early In July.
FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to
visiting for a week in Swampscott
“Yes. sir.” said Si. "Hetty's goin' for the evening mode and for ear- part time
GREELEY. 19 Franklin St.. City.
92*97 let. *18 a month. V. F. STUDLEY, 283
Mass., returned Monday. . .TJjfcv to do some snippin' this year or know rings of the big ball button type,
92-tf
HOUSEKEEPER'S position wanted lor Main St. Tel. 1154.
brought
with
them
Manuel
Restay,
the
reason
why.
She
was
plumb
For
sports,
there
are
all
sorts
of
CAMDEN
elderly man
References exchanged
TWO first
class tenements,janitor
who with Mr lermond left Tuesday Ucklcd when they asked her to help new jewelry interpretations in metal. MRS B E H Newcastle. Me Box 249
service, heat,
all modern, first floor,
_________________________ 92*94 good locationVery low rent.
j composition, cellophane, wood. cork.
Apply
Private funeral services are to be morning on a trip to Quebec?
MEN'S
SHOP.
Park
St.
90*95
At
Mrs
A.
Bruce
Higgs
and
daughter
I
“
They
want
all
the
help
they
can
glass,
hemp
rope
and
what
not.
USED 35 cal Remington self loading
held todav at 2 o'clock at the family
wanted If not In first class con
FURNISHED house of live rooms to
residence on Bay View "fireet for Lucille, of Chicago,are guests of Mr I get, gi. an' if your hands wa'n't so the moment, white pyroxylin plastic rifle
Mrs Higgs I kind of stiffened up with that peskv composition seems first in favor dition do not reply CLYDE WINCHEN- let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood,
524-A
Robert E.. 19. son of Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. LeviSeavey.
89*94 plenty of sunlight. ROBERT U. COLwhite BACH. Waldoboro. Me
Schuyler Day of New York. Rev. was formerly Miss Nan Benner rheumatiz I'd make ye turn ta. Wide-bandbracelets in the
GIRL wanted for general housework, LINS 375 Main St Tel 77________ 83-tf
Benner
of
1
come
down
some
night
if
ye
want
composition,
etched
in
white
and
in
daughter
of
Charles
A
Ralph Hayden, rertor of St. Thomas
good plain cook, no laundry. CALL
TENEMENT of four rooms and bath,
I to." she added to the caller, “ye'd colors—red. green, brown and black— i CAMDEN J416
Thomaston and Camden
__________
91-93 first floor, furnished; has bathing beach.
Church, will officiate.
Among the eminent speakers who | likely get some news about the Fair I are new and smart. These are noted
90-92
YOUNO WOMAN wants to do house MRS HELEN HALL. Olencove
Frank Bibb
of New York
city and
rxana
diou oi
xvra c.v,
have
Jn the OTOgram at the f(>r (he
aR. j gue&g prob'ly ye with matching rings, vying in inter.
work or care for children. EVELYN I HEATED apartments, ail modern, foul
rooms
Apply
at
CAMDEN
&
ROCKscissors an est just now with the Patou ping HART. 10 Camden St . City_______ 90*92
of the Educational Club in C0UI<i handle a pair of «
and Mrs. Charles Bibb at their sum meeting
pong jewelry In the very large balls —WANTED TO BUY Sloop boat, about LAND WATER CO Tel 634_______ 78-tf
Rockland Tuesday, will be Dr. How- ( be useful as well as handsome."
mer home on Chestnut street
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
i ard M. Hoge of Lincoln. Va. and, "Thank you.” said the reporter fashioned also in white and colors. 30 ft. State size condition and price
JOHN ANDERSON 199 Talbot ; at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment.
The play "Intui’.'on" will be pre- Florida ifeturer of the Virginia j •I—"
Next to white, brown and red in clear Write
Ave . Rockland Tel 129-M_______ 91*93 Orient St. all modern; furnished apart
sentad at the Camden Opera House gtate Horticulture Society It is ex____ ___
556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
'She's
got an awful nice barn. | bright tones are important, with
POSITION as mother s helper, taking ment.
this Thursday evening bv Adelyn pccted that Dr. Hoge will speak at Mis' Cogan has, an' I don't know black often chosen to accent the allALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobbcare of children, etc., wanted Whole or Davls,
______________________
_______ 74-tf
Bushnell. It Is being sponsored by the Baptist Church in Thomaston here we'd tut another such good white costume.
part time. DOROTHY PERRY. 8 Grace
the Camdfn Rotary- Club, the pro Sunday evening, the hour for this place an' folks willin' to put with large bar pins of composition with 8t. City.
88*93 [ HALF a double house to let at 83
St
Inquire C. M HARRINGceeds to go towards the Club's Relief service being changed to 7 30 While , the clutter. O. ves. an' I mustn't metaltrims are being featured along
WANTED Used feed sacks in Al con 8ummer
TON Tel. 551-W
78-tf
and Christmas work.
in this vicinity Dr. and Mrs Hoge j forget to get me some pieces of ere- | with smart clips, which have in- dition and free from holes Will pay
cents each In exchange for our grain
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Lime
Camden plays St. George In a Kr.ox and Mrs. Arthur Warner of Baitl- , tonne an' such-like to bring to Edna creased In size and in number of 3flour,
feeds, sugar etc. STOVER FEED rock St MARY WIGGIN SPEAR Tel.
One sees them doing duty now MFG CO. on track at 86 Park St.. Just 883-Y
County League game at t.he Trot more, sister of Dr Hoge. will be the smith, she that was Edna Currier
81-tf
91-93
ting Park grounds today at 6 p. m.
guests of Capt. and Mrs. James E i i g'nnse thev'll have a- use for all in holding together the tops of casual , below Armour's. Tel 1200
FIVy ROOM tenement to let Ground
•
a
A•
_a_
•
_
... p-aa^aaaSa- Va — A aa
11 - — V, « A aa,ZX/-aa-| orxrl/ |
'
All modern 9 Suffolk St. M M.
The first race of the HAJ boa’s Crcighton.to whom they were neigh-; u,ev can get. an' I see some real kind rports hats. Cellophane, wood, cork [ capable girl to do housework wanted floor -----------------------1 o' oretty patterns tother day up to 'lacquered
------------ *rooe
-----------------------" —
“ 1 in doctor's family Must like children GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St
and* string
are all
seen
C-tf
F.orida.
in the second series will be held this bors in —
«O-93
in beach Jewelry and bracelets, TEL CAMDEN 2318.
TWO RENTS upper and lower at 34
Elbridge's."
Thursday afternoon.
PROBATE WORK wanted. Eleven Pleasant St Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
usually the wide-band versions, often
The reporter .rose.
uuugiictvy ts
.a having
iini.ii,
a notable educational meeting for
— “Well.
--— ImA,<P
a,,,.
an years’ experience In Probate Office 32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R
Miss Helen Dougherty
81-tf
one
week
from
her
Knox
County
will
be
the
field
day
"Land
sakes,
ye
ain't
got
to
go
so
with
n«uu
,
„
t
,f
garrM
out
n
a
EDNA
M PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel
a vacation of
inlay of contrasting color or material, j 163.M
81-tf
soon?
Maybe
ye're
bound
for
Mont,
of
the
Educational
Club
at
Rose
duties at the Knox County Trust Co
for example, a cork bracelet with a
-9
POSITION aa chef or order cook want R •
Comique
Theatre
at'.-actions: Cliffs. 112 Beech street, Rockland on peller?”
metal or composition inlaid anchor. ed Beat of references. HORACE PERRY. ♦
"Yes,
and
—
"
Thursday. Katharine Hepburn in Aug. 8. 10.30 a. m to 12 30. and from
•tf (
There
’
s
a
new
Patou
sports
choker
I
Or»ce
st..
City
"Well, come back this way. for I
“Christopher Strong” with Colin 2 to 5 p. m Take individual lunch got a basket o' berries for ve. 1 and bracelet of red lacquered cord
(
6
Clive and Billie Burke: Friday, j and camp chair. Evening meeting at
•t
trimmed with silver and black that k « * * * *
"Trick for Trick" with Ralph Mor-[7 30 in the Methodist Church, tell ve, it does me an' Si a lot o' is very effective with the all-white
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to
good to have ye stop In an' talk to
order. Keys made to fit locks when
-ummer frock.
gan. Victor Jorv and Sally B'.ane Should the day be stormy the meet us!"
original keys are lost. House, office or
Also Paramount News. Short Sub ings will be in the church.
Car. Code books provide keys for all
White Furniture Strc sed
So t.hc rising reporter roved on.
The play "Intuition" by the local
jects “Radio Thrills" and "Souve
locks without bother. Scissors and
playwrights.
Miss
AdMyn
Bushirll
The
summer
vogue
for
white
and
COTTAGES
and
camps
to
let
and
for
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
nirs."
clean-cut styles in apparel extends | sale. E V. SHEA. South Thomaston sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO.,
and
Miss
Rita
C
Smith,
was
given
in
Miss Julia Henrys boat Finnan
1 for a while. He will then return to Into practically all phases of fashion. I Te 1 Rockland 354-11.______________ 86-tf 468 Main St . Rockland Tel 791 78-tf
Haddie won t.'ie HAJ boat race first presentation Tuesday night in Thomaston to spend the rest of the with white rooms and white furniture | SIX ROOM completely furnished cot
LADIES— Reliable nalr goods at Rock
Watts
hall.
There
was
a
large
at

Monday afternoon. This was a spe
vacation with his aunts.
bathroom, artesian well, electric land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
important in the home. It's so easy tage.
solicited.
H. C. RHODVR. Tel. 519-’.
lights
and
garage,
to
let
for
remainder
cial race the winner getting the tendance. The play was cleverly
Misses Lucy and Ina Allen motored to make a smart clean-cut job of i<
August and September. Call 340 or on ___________________________________ 78-tf
trophy which was offered by the written and well received by the audi to Bar Harbor Saturday for the day. with white as a background. White of
premises.
MRS. IRL HOOpER, Cres
ence. A modern play, the stage set
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Bos'.rn Yacht Club.
92-94 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Mrs. Ella Jones and daughter painted or ducoed furnltunj. with cent Beach
tings were very tasteful. The Little
Mr. and Mrs. Emllier de Entre- Symphony Orchestra furnished good Florence were callers upon Harris stripings of some bright hue such a
78-tf
FURNISHED five room cottage to let
mont of Camden. N. J., are guests music. The first act was much inter Shaw when in town recently.
Chinese red. orange, black, rich at Meguntlcook Lake, screened porch,
lights,
boat.
Week
or
season
W
F
of her mother. Mrs. Catherine Young. rupted by Jove who hurled his light
Mr and Mrs. Emerson Watt' brown or green, ts the very newest BRITTO. 4 Camden St.. Rockland. Me.
SIR?
Elm street.
92*94
ning bolts and crashed his thunder were guests Wednesday of Mr. and and smartest thing for summer porch Tel 78.
The Palace Clothes Shop has in a terrifying manner. To the Mrs. J O Thompson at Ingraham or outdoor settings. One notes white
«lazed chintz curtains with bright
moved from the Bclvea block to the credit of the cast be it said, they Hill.
Mrs Elizabeth Webb has employ borders-often matching these furnl- , »
store formerly occupied by the held their nerve and the play went
Handicraft Shop.
S 1
on without a line being missed. The ment at Cutler's store in Rockland l“reCU
of the
color with the white | ,
Miss Alma Bernier of Skowhegan compliments of the evening were during the sale.
trims,
very
effective
In
white
rooms.
is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orman bestowed upon Mrs Lois Piercy, The Baptist ladies’ circle received
PROPERTY at Cooper’s Beach, ex
Specialize on Chimes and French
whose stage name was Anne MoFar- $160 from all sources at the last mcet- Lacquered fabric pillows In ma'tching tending
Goodwin, Sea street.
from shore to Main road, for'
colors are other practical notes of
Clocks
'
ing.
The
circle
members
are
pleased
land.
sale CORA E PERRY. 75 Broad St.
Seaside Circle. O.E.S.. will hold a
comfort
for
such
settings
and
sum

All Work Guaranteed
Rev. and Mrs. H. F Lx?ach and' an(j are now taking a vacation.
City_______________________________ 87*92 j
food sale in A. S. Prince's store Sat
mer
rugs
in
a
variety
of
fabrics.
family returned from Stonington Rev Mr. Haino a Finnish minister
FOR SALE—All on the rent plan. $600, ' Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
urday at 10 a. m.
•
Hurry in to choose smart new
Jeweler
Tuesday after spending their vaca and his wife, from California, moved
Knox Hall. South Thomaston; $2100, |
Services at the First Baptist tion
eight room house and barn; $425. four
Now Located at
with friends there. Church into Robert McFarland’s house on
Church
during
August
to
be
con

shoes for the remainder of the
acres of land; $1250. large double tene
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
and morning service will be' High street Tuesday.
ment house; $2000. double tenement | 404 Main Street
ducted bv the Rev Gabriel R. Guedj, school
Rockland
Mrs. Evelyn Riley and son are
house, all In South Thomaston. V. F.
pastor of the Baptist Temple in Fall held at the Federated Church Sunday
summer season. You'll find all
STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
the usual time
visiting Mrs. Riley's parents Mr. and
River, Mass., will include thess atMrs
88-t:
William Richards and .son Mrs. Arthur Kalloch.
topics and tenor solos: Aug. 6. “Re
the smartest styles at a price
returned
Sunday
from
Center
Har

Lightning
struck
a
transformer
on
VINALHAVEN
A
ROCKLAND
markable Etiquette," solo, "God
STEAMBOAT CO.
Shall Wipe Away All Tears." Burn bor, N. H., where they spent two Brooklyn Heights Tuesday night,
so low that it will amaze you.
with Mr. and Mrs. Foster, i putt Ing the lights out.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
ham; Aug. 13, "You Can Tell a Tour- weeks Richards
was accompanied by
Edna Watts is employed at
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
1st—How About a Pilgrim?” solo. Mrs. Charles Fairs of Wenham. |thpMiss
Eastern Standard Time
Knox County Trust Co.
whrriPh^enh^nsC 5Aug'’y20% W Rd- I Mrs. • who
her f?ucst’ for sever»1
_______________
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Music at the Baptist Sunday momVinalluven Line
^"A Chlrt of’ Achievement " solo days but is now at the home of Mr.|lng will be anthem, "Jubilante Deo, "
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
ANI)
i Ethclbcrt
Nevln;
hymn-anthem.
Sunday at 6 00 A. M and *2 00 P. M
"The Stranger of Oallilee." Stengis. and Mrs, Herbert Faes^
Arriving at Vlnalhaven at 7 20 A M and
"Jesus My Savior Look on Me,"
3 24 P M
Returning steamer leaves
i moved at Dr. Hodgkins' hospital George B Nevin. with Incidental
Vlnalhaven at 8 30 A. M and 4 30 P. M
Monday.
rolos by Raymond K Greene; offer
Arriving
at
Rockland
9.50 A. M and
AeYic'0*
5.50 P M
Maynard Shaw of Portland and tory solo. "Beautiful Land Called
(J To Ua Printing it more than
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
Miss Frances Shaw of Thomaston Home," by William Baines, sung by
.**“
a* Steamer
juat putting words into type.
leaves Swan's Island dally ex
even”'0;
have employment at the First Na James Frew. This song is one Mr
It is th, creation of a work of art,
cept Sunday at 6 00 A M . Stonington
tional Bank
Frew used while a member of Trinity
6
55.
North
Haven
7.50;
due
to
arrive
at
b« it a simple little announcement
A '"'I
A
• RICHER
Rockland about 9 00 A. M
Returnng.
Hartis S. Shaw is attending the na Choir, Boston.
or an elaborate booklet. Henca
leaves Rockland *2.00 P. M North Haven
•
SMOOTHER
tional
convention
of
organists
at
odfmtf ost
we take all the pride of an artiat
3 00, Stonington 4 00: due to arrive al
• MORE
Chicago this week.
Swan's Island about 5.00 P. M
in hie craft, in each job; and that
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
APPETIZING
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Bernard Clukey and family who
ia the secret of the superlative
served the families of Knox County have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ar- J
Boston.
quality of The Courier-Gazette
B. H. STINSON
LADY ATTENDANT
thur Mossman and family, returned
Printing.
73-tf________________General Agent.
Day Telephone 450—781-1
to Dexter Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Overlock. Miss
. MADTHf
BURPEE’S
Edith Wilson and Rossie Wilson mo
OPEN
TO
THE
PUBLIC
NEXT TO PERRY'S MARKET
432 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
MAYONNAISE
tored to Gray recently. Rpssie was
90* It
left at Camp Hinds, Panther Pond

Clicquot

Ginger Ale

now of this LOW price!

In Carload Lots
Direct To You

FOR

In Everybody’s Column

♦ LOST AND FOUND ♦

TO LET

THIRSTY?

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Summer Cottages

SUMMER

REAL ESTATE

CLEARANCE

Whiles,

3

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

$1.95

Black and Whites, $2.95

COMPLETE,,

Men’s Work Shoes, $1.98, $2.98, $3.95

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

FUNERALS

47 M

C

WINDSOR
BEER GARDEN

CAIN’S.

JjSAWT APS-

The Courier-Gazette
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®SOC* ETY.
In nddltlon to personal notes regard-1 The Methebescc Club holds anIng departures and arrivals, this depart- other outing tomorrow at the Crawment especially desires Information of . .
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc ) f°rt^ Lake cottage of Mrs. Rut. l
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be | Ellingwood. Transportation may be
gladly received.
arranged with Mrs. Laura Maxey.
telephone .... . .......... .......... 770 or 794 Take basket lunch.

James. Lermond and Arlene Smi'. 1
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. S'one were
guests for the weekend of Mr. and of Tenant’s Harbor, were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Com
Mrs. Edward Byron in Gardiner.
stock.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Miller and
William Ellingwood, Jr., la the
son James have returned to Provi
dence after visiting Mr. and Mrs. guest of Theodore Clark, a collegemate at Colby, for the week at his
Lester Sherman.
home in Framingham, Mass.
Misses Marian Marshall and Vivi
Miss Augusta Noyes of Rockport
an Mullen were among guests at a Is employed at t.he Paramount Res
wienie roast recently given on
Smith's shore, Cushing. Others taurant.
present were Hazel Harrison. Grace
Mrs. Ida Huntlev at The High
Miller, Ethel Messenger and Lucille lands will be hostess this afternoon
Dolliver of Thomaston, and Ruth aud evening to Edwin Libby Relief
Killeran of Cushing.
Corps for sewing and picnic supper.
_____
*
Mrs. Jennie Allen Wilson had as
Guests arriving Tuesday at. the
guests for the weekend Mr. and Mrs home of Mr. and Mrs. E. E Stod
Charles H. Pierce and Lewis Lauriet dard for the Parker-Stoddard wedof Norton, Mass.; and Mr. and Mrs. j ding were Mrs. Edgar Parke of EastW E. Greenough of Boston. Mr. i hampton. Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. StanGreenough is with the Boston Her ’ ley Ross of Providence; and Charles
ald as Philip Hale’s assistant, edit ' Fairhurst of Greenfield. Mass.
ing the movie page.
Miss Linnie Brewer has returned
Mrs. Cleveland L. Sleeper had a from a visit of two weeks with Mrs.
one-table contract luncheon Tues George Fossett in Union.
day at her home at. South Thomaston
in honor of Mrs. Ernest Young of
George Lemon who has been guest
Boston and Dynamite Beach.
| of Mr. and Mrs. Frank White in
j Vlnalhaven was in the city Monday.
Miss Ellen Tolman of Auburn. ' leaving by motor for his home in
Mass, and Miss Mildred Shea of Pratt. Kansas.
Whitinsville, arc guests of Supt. and
Mrs. F. L. S. Morse. Miss Tolman
Mrs. Laura Albee of Swampscott.
and Miss Shea have just returned Mass, and McGee Island, ts spend
from the Century of Progress Expo ing ten days with her sifter, Mrs.
sition in Chicago.
Henry Bucklin, in Thomaston.

GOULD ON ‘LABRADOR’

Remarkably

Expeditions Which Hailed

Week Days
and Sundays

PENOBSCOT
SEA ISLANDS along the

ON THE

COAST or MAINE
ROUND TRIP
EVERY WEEK-DAY

ROUND TRIP
EVERY SUNDAY

$22.8

BANGOR

BANGOR

and intermediate points. Sail from
Rockland 5 30 a.m., arrive back
7:30 p.m. same day.
Excursion round trip, RocklandBangor.

BAR HARBOR

from Rockland or Camden, $2.00,
from Belfast................... $1.50

BAR HARBOR

*3°.5

from Rockland. $2.00, from North
Haven, $1.75—from Stoning
ton ...............................$1.50

Sail from Rockland 5:30 a.m., ar
rive back 6:45 p.m. same day.
Excursion round-trip, RocklandBar Harbor.

BROOKLIN

DARK HARBOR

821.8

from Rockland................ $1.00

Sail from Rockland 5:30 a.m.,
arrive back 6:30 p.m. same day.
Excunion round-trip, RocklandBrooklin.

BROOKLIN
from Rockland................ $1.50

All hours are Daylight Time

Low excunion rales to all points on these lines.
Regular sailings daily including Sunday in all directions.

1

EASTERN STEAMSHIP LINES
For information and tickets apply ROCKLAND WHARF

Priscilla and Charlotte Staples
Mrs. Roy McMahon is spending
are visiting their aunt. Mrs. Curtis several days with her husband at
Bunker at Willard Beach. Portland.
Stonington.
Miss Elizabeth Till is visiting in
Brookline. Mass., and her aunt- Mrs
Elizabeth Mason, is guest of friends
in Chestnut Hill. They return the
last of the week.

Herman Freedman who has been
gxiert of Mr. and Mrs. S. Briggs has
re’.urned to Hollywood. Calif., to re
sume his work at the Paramount
Studio.

The EF.A. Club enjoyed an out
ing yesterday with Mrs. A. R. Hav
ener at. her cottage at Crescent
Beach, with picnic dinner and cards
as features.

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Briggs have re
turned to Brooklyn, after spending
a week in this city, guests of Mr. and
Mrs. S. Briggs. Leland street. They
were honored bv many social
functions and enjoyed their visit
Miss Ruth Lawrence has as guest here, Mr. Er’rgs is an assistant
Miss Audrey Champney of Dear manager of a chain of shoe stores
in New Jersev. He was formerly
born, Mich.
with the Hub shoe store of this city.
Mrs. Irene S. Moran was hostess
to the Scribblers Club at dinner
Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Southard. Mrs.
Monday night. There were eight B. H. Speer and daughter Dorothy
and Harold Mackin of South Norwalk.
covers.
Conn, while in Bar Haibor Tuesday
■Walter Wilson of Boston has joined took occasion to visit Capt. Knoxhis family at 91 Tillson avenue for Little aboard HMS. Danae. They
the month of Aifgust.
were most cordially received, the cap
tain recalling with pleasure many in
Mrs V. F. Atwood is at Knox Hos cidents of the Danae’s recent visit to
pital. recovering from a recent sur this port and wishing to be remem
gical operation.
bered to friends here.
Mr and Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers
The Browne Club will have a hot
motored to Cadillac Mountain Mon dog roast this evening at the Bicknell
camp at Alford's Lake. Those who
day.
I prefer other eatables can take sandMrs. William Clements entertained ! wiches. For transportation call Marat cards last Saturday evening at her 1 garet Simmons.
home at South Thomaston, the oc
casion serving as a get-together of
Mr. and Mrs. George Smith and
the “girls" home for the summer. daughter Ethel Jean of Norfolk. Mass.,
There were 12 present.
are in this city and vicinity for a few
days—Mr Smiths first visit to his old
Mrs. Helen G. Perry has returned I home in four years.
from Boston where she was called
bv t.he death of the young son of
Mrs. Annie Miller of East Waldo
Mrs. George Otis, witih whom Mrs boro was a recent guest of Mrs. Cora
Perry has visited many times.
Dodge, James street.

Frank Bibb, renowned coach-ac
companist of New York and Balti
more. arrived at his summer home.
“The Retreat.” Camden. Tuesday,
after conducting classes at. the Pea
body Conservatory of Music in the
latter city during the summer ses
sion.
Mrs. Harmon Stitt, supervisor of
music in the schools of Freehold.
N J., who has been spending two
weeks with her father. Joshua
Thorndike, at Wessaweskcag Inn.
went Tuesday to Massachusctt where
she will visit relatives before return
ing t.o Freehold.

Miss Elda Lermond. a former mem
ber of the high school faculty, has
leased a cottage at Long Nose. North
Haven, for the remainder of the
summer, and will have as guests for
a while Mrs. A. J. Nichols and daugh
ter Ruth, and Norma Havener.
Joan Berman and Marjorie and
Barbara White arc visiting the
Willis P. Youngs in Camden.

Miss Rhoda Rosenberg and fiance.
Harold B. Bornstein of Beverly and
Boston, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
M. Goldberg, Maple street, this week
This Rockland visit, is part of an ex
tended trip throifgh Maine.

Guests at. Owl's Head Inn: Mr
and Mrs. A. I. Perry and family of
Hope. Mr. and Mrs. Leland Perry
and family of Owl's Head. Mr. and
Mrs. Amos Johnson of Rockland.
Miss Clara Bartlett and Miss Grace
Wentworth of Searsmont. Karl
Wentworth of Searsmont and Don
ald Smith of Belfast. Mr. and Mrs.
R. L. Coose and family of Searsmon'
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Freeland of
New York. Mrs. Nellie Reed of Owl s
Head. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Seavey of
Rockland. Mrs. M. V. Truscott and
Leonard Kempton of Shrewsbury.
Mac$., Miss Mildred Hall of Bangor,
Mrs. Lillian Hartwell of Worcester,
Miss Martha Reed of Shewsbury
and David Nash of Owl’s Head.

The Chummy Club met Tuesday
evening with Mrs. Flora Fcrnald.
Bridge honors fell to Mrs Adelma
Mullen and Mrs. Bertha Higgins.

,-

91-93

As guest speaker of the Rockland
Lions Club yesterday Albert T. Gould
of Boston found himself in congenial
company, for he had known most of
the members many years. A smile
illuminated his features when he was
Introduced to Henry A. Howard, for
he was one of Mr, Howard’s pupils in
the good old days when Henry was
one of the proprietors of the Rock- j
land Commercial College.
Mr. Gould commended the Lions
toast—"Not above you, not beneath
you, but with you”—and also had a
good word to say about some of the!
club's work.
Mr. Gould told in an informal and
happy manner the story of Labrador,
our direct interest in which dates
back to 1860 when the two-masted
Thomaston schooner Nautilus, com
manded by Capt. Ranlett, visited that
country.
In 1891 another Labrador expedi
tion went out of Knox County—the
schooner Julia A. Decker, carrying
Bowdoin College students under the
leadership of Prof. Lee. Among the
student scientists were four from
Rockland—Walter M. Spear. Jona
than P. Cilley, Mervyn ap Rice and j
Fred J. Simonton. The outstanding
achievement of this expedition was;
the rediscovery of Grand Falls—twice
as high as Niagara Falls. The falls
had been visited but twice before so
far as history records It—first by a
Hudson Bay man in 1837, and one
other, whom the speaker did not
name
Mr. Gould cited aviation's Interest
in Labrador and the apparent at
tempt to discover whether the north
ern route to Europe Is more feasible
than the southern route. He told of
the visit paid by Harold Crowley, a
pilot well remembered here who went
to the rescue of five aviators who had
been forced down nie invasion of
gold prospectors was touched upon,
together with Labrador's mineral and
tlmberland wealth.
Tribute was paid to two outstand
ing men who have had an important
share In Labrador's affairs—Sir Wil
fred Grenfel, whose name has be
come a household word in that re
gion because of his philanthropic
work in the past 40 years, and Com
mander Donald B MacMillan, whos?
primary purpose in visiting Labra
dor was to discover the great conti
nent, now believed to have been a
mirage, and who has devoted his life
to altruistic purposes., as seen in his
work among the residents of Labra
dor.
Interwoven in Mr. Gould's story
were several interesting anecdotes,
the most Interesting being his story
of the crude dentistry practiced there.
The proposed bridge between Sargentville and Deer Isle, being spon
sored bv the Stonington Lions Club
was given unanimous endorsement.
Chet Black gave a brief account of
(he Forty Club-Lions picnic at Hew
ett's Island last Sunday and of f”
I
...........

The Entire Week of August 7th
MISS WHITE
of TIOGA Yarns
will be at

Fuller * Cobb * Davis
Free Instruction in Making Knit Suits, Dresses and Hats
All the New Yarns Will Be On Display

Showing the New Models in Knit Suits, Sweaters, Dresses, Hats, Made From New

Tioga Yarns

i

I man Charles Fairhurst of Greenfield.
I Mass The bridal party took their
The home of Mr. and Mrs E. E places under the arch te the strains
Stoddard. Grove street, was the of the Lohengrin Bridal March
scene of a charming midsummer played by Miss Barbara Watts of
Belmont, Mass., who prior to the
wedding yesterday afternoon when at 1 ceremony presented Liszt's Llebe4 30 tneir daughter, Ervllla Annette, 1 ;traum At the conclusion of the
was joined in marriage to William ceremony Miss Watts played Men
Edgar Parker of Easthampton, Mass. delssohn's Wedding March.
The bride's gown was of white
Only the immediate relatives of the chiffon worn with tulle veil caught
couple tojethcr with a very lew inti j in Diace by a wreath of orange blosmate friends were present. Rev ' soms. She carried a shower bouquet.
George H. Welch, pastor of the Mrs. Ross wore pink moussclalnc de
Church of the Emmanuel., officiated, sole, and carried gladioli in shades
the single ring service being used j of pink, tied with a blue ribbon.
The bride was given in marriage by The bridal bouquet was caught by
Miss Watts.
her father.
Decorations, arranged by Mrs
During the informal reception reGeorge L. St. Clair were of great j freshments were served by Miss Vlrbeauty, although of marked sim j ginia Leach and Miss Watts.
plicity. Garden and wild (lowers,
Amid the usual jollifications the
with white predominating, were used newlyweds got away for their honey
as room decorations, a graceful bridal moon trip, the destination of which
aich being placed MMrft a window In I was not divulged The bride's goingthe living room, when: the ceremony away gown was a brown ensemble
tock place.
worn with brown hat and other
The bride was attended by Mrs. j matching accessories. After a week's
Stanley Ross of Providence, as ma I motor trip. Mr. and Mrs. Parker will
tron of honor. Most fittingly so, as go to Easthempton. Mass., where they
they were roommates at college and ' will go to housekeeping They will
Miss Stoddard acted as bridesmaid be at home after Sept. 1st.
at Mrs. Ross' wedding a short time
The large array of gifts, Including
ago. Mr. Parker had as his grooms- t silver, pewter, linens, money, hous"hold furnishings, electrical appli
good time everybody had despite the ances, etc., bespoke the esteem am;
drenching showers.
There were affection held lor the young couple
three innings of baseball, with Among the gifts was a dinner set of
Charles Berry as "ump.” Chet also Haviland china willed to the bride bv
reported that the Camden-Rockport her maternal grandmother, the late
Club netted $187 from "Uncle Henry's Mrs. Asa P St. Clair for whom Mrs.
Wedding."
Paiker was named. It was Mrs. S'.
TARKER-STODDARD

Whs suffer tortures from Rheuma
tism, Sciatica, Neuritis, Muscular
lameness, Sprains and Bruises when
METHYL BALM
will bring almost Instant relief?
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
77 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND

^4-Th-tf

Sent Post Paid on receipt of price
50 cents
IS-'

WHOLESALE
YOUTHFUL costumes with
1 a dash of sophistication
that pleases both mother and
daughter are the kind Juniors
favor this year. A frock like the
one with pert puffed sleeves, a
high bowed neckline, buttons
down the center of the bodice
and a simulated two-piece effect
is one sure to please. (McCall
7382). Cotton In either a flowered
motif or a vivid plaid gingham
can be used. Cotton is queening it

this year and it's up to every
smart junior to see that she has
the right amount of it in her
wardrobe.
Bolero costumes never fall the
sud-deb, and the combination of
plain and dotted material in a
bolero outfit is unbeatable. (Mc
Call 7398). Very studious, and yet
very gay is this design and one
not to be overlooked under any
eirrntnstances. (By courtesy of
The McCall Company).

Everyone knows the difference between

You can save

•retail* and *wholesale.*

as much as 50 per cent—sometimes more—

FRIDAY

when you buy wholesale.

Exposing Mad Manhattan

Where champagne is as free as
love. It blows the lid of! New
York's fast set!

Did you ever Realize that you can

__

RoienJk

That's because

you buy in quantity lots.

buy

your household electricity the same way?

The average person pays something like

Sa££y EILERS

7

cents per kilowatt hour when

electricity lor lighting only.
more, as

When you use

4 cents—often
though

very much lower.
*our electric delivery

truck* was going to your home anyway and
it doesn't cost us much more to take a full

load than a basket full.

with

That's why cooking electrically is so in*

Genevieve Tobin

expensive.

Many people tell us it is actually

less than the way they cooked before.

NOW FLAYING

“GOLD DIGGERS OF
1933”

he uses

For cooking, the average rate is

nearer 3 or
It's just as

He wrecseu „uildlngs of
stone and steel—but crum
bled helplessly before a
woman's wiles!

“THE WRECKER”

Matinees 2 pm. Ev'g, 6.45-8.45
Continuous Saturday
2.00 P. M. TO 10.30 P. M.

Come in an d let us tell you the advan

tages
ELECTRIC

JUMBO VIRGINIA SALTED PEANUTS

HOT

WATER

Did you know that you may now

of cooking electrically.

You'll live

happier—better—and have MORE TIME

TO YOURSELF I

RENT an Electric Hot Water

SALTED DAILY

Heater?

20c pound
FASHION—Get mannish young
woman!
I’eggy Hopkins Joyce,
appearing in Paramount's “Inter*
national House” selects light grayflannel slacks and double breasted
jacket for beach and sporta wear.

Clair's wish that the dishes be given
to ner namesake upon marriage.
The bride, a young woman of
much charm, is a graduate of Everett,
(Mass.) High School and of the Uni
versity of New Hampshire '28. where
she majored In mathematics Her
first position was in the Middlebury
< Vt.) High School, going from there
to the Easthampton High School
Her teaching has been notably suc
cessful. She is a member of the
Alpha Phi Omega sorority.
Mr Parker, the son of Mrs. Edgar
Parker of Easthampton. Mass.. Is a
graduate of the Belchertown (Mass i
High School, one year at Norwich
Academy and a graduate of the Bos
ton University Law School He Is a
successful attorney with offices In
both Easthampton and Northampton.
Out of town guests were Mr and
Mrs. Stanley Ross of Providence,
Miss Marian Goodwin of Gloucester,
Ma
MM Lillian Segal of Portland.
Miss Grace White of Concord. N H ,
Mrs Roland Decker of Weymouth,
Mass., Mrs Clara St Clair of Port
land, Mrs Irving Pettingell of Free
port. Mrs Edgar Parker of East
hampton. Mrs. Austin St Clair of
Westbrook. Mr. and Mrs William
Bridgman of Stoneham. Mr Fair
hurst and Mrs Joseph Stoddard and
son of Lincolnville.

may buy electricity

JACK HOLT

Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Creigh
ton gave a dinner party Saturday
evening al their Thomaston home in
honor of Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow
of Middleton, Conn., who are sum
mering at Soruce Head, and their
daughter-in-law, Mrs. James A.
Creighton of Hamburg, N. Y . who is
visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Copeland of Newton Centre,
Mass, and Thomaston. Flowers from
Ml's Creighton’s bcautiJul gardens
formed decorations throughout the
house Prof. Snow charmingly en
tertained after dinner with readings
from his book of poems “Down East
and read several other poems yet
unpublished. Another delightful fea
ture of the evening were piano solos
by Miss Margaret Copeland. and
“chanties" sung by the host- O he.
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Gould of Boston and Thomason,
and their guest. Miss Mary Champ-,
lin of Boston, and Mr. and Mrs. bnthis is the last week you can buy
ir without tax. Special values all
3 week. Buy today. Stovers Pride
ur “The Flour the Best Cooks

From Knox County

Even the smallest home

MODE ON
BBOBWtfflV
-SR-

Alban Wyllle of Hingham Mass,
hast been guest’, o? Mr. and Mis
Lester Sherman.

ANNOUNCING

LionsClub Hears About Two

LOW PRICED

and among the

Page Seven

AA about this plan.

CENT

CHISHOLM BROS.

POWE

INE
MPAKY

CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, ME.

START

YOUR

ALL

ELECTRIC

KITCHEN

STEP

BY

STEP

Compliments of

Compliments of

When in New York, stay at

BOWES & CROZIER

A. S. PRINCE

the New

HOTEL
VICTORIA

TEL. 2350

CAMDEN, ME.

The First National Bank
One Thousand Rooms

of Rockland

Every Convenience

Central Location

THE SPORTING GOODS STORE
Baseball. Trnnix.Golf, Track, Sweaters
Swot Shirts, Rain Coa's, Trench
Coata, Leather Coats, Sport Clothing.
Headquarters for School Athletics
Supplies

THE JAMES BAILEY CO.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Offices at Rockland, Camden,
Vlnaihaven. Union, Warren

ROCKPORT, ME.

264-266 MIDDLE ST.
PORTLAND
TEL. DIAL 3-6451

INSURANCE OF ALL KINDS

Compliments of the

Murine. Automobile, Piute Glues, Fire.
Theft

John J. Nissen Baking Co.

CAMDEN, ME.

TEL 514

LAKEWOOD

Roberts Office Supply Co.

Bringing Broadway to Maine During
Regatta Week The Lakewood Players
will present The World Premiere of
SPENDTHRIFT LADY" by Owen Davis
with Sylvia Field. Louis Jean Heydt.
Robert Keith and other Lakewood favor
ites Not to see Lakewood Is not to see
Maine Performances 8 p m. every night
Saturday matinee 2 30 Daylight time
Prices, all seats 50c and 81 plus tax

Compliments of

Portland Engraving Co.

$2.50
SENTER

per day

JOB PRINTING OF EVERY
DESCRIPTION

OAK GROVE CABINS
Inspected
FRIED CLAMS, LUNCHES
Route No. 1. State Highway
ROCKPORT. ME.

Rockland Wholesale Grocery
Co.

AUGUST SALE ,
MILLINERY A SI MMER DRESSES

BURKETT BROS.

Josephine Wentworth

CAMDEN, ME.
___
Women's. Misses' and Children's
READY TO WEAR
Get our new prices before building or Always something new arriving daily
repairing—Especially Low
VESPER A. LEACH

J. H. HOBBS CO.

ROCKLAND. ME.

CAMDEN, ME.

We Sell "MORE FOR LESS"

STOVER FEED MFG. CO.

On Track At No. 86 Park Street
Anthracite and Bituminous Coal
TEL 1200
ROCKLAND. ME.
Lumber and Mason Supplies
C AMDEN. ME.
CHISHOLM’S
Over a quarter century in business
1899
1930 438-484 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
HOME MADE ICE CREAM
Compliments of
AND CANDY-

D. E. CROCKETT’S
5c, 10c to $1.00 Store
CAMDEN, ME.

CASLON PRESS
PRINTERS
ROCKLAND. ME.

“DEAN’S”

, -... .

................ . ............ ...... ..............r

~ —---- -

■

"

CARNIVAL and
REGATTA
Knox County’s Greatest Outdoor Event offers all that is new in entertainment and fun for young and old. Thre;
days packed brim full of thrills and amusement for all—
•

For Signs That Satisfy ai Prices That
Please—See

McKUSICK
360 MAIN ST-

Cigars. Tobacco and Confectionery
Keene's Ice Cream
CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND. ME.

Midway—Thousands of Free Samples, Novelties, Boat Rides, Dancing, Band Concerts Daily, Handsome Dis
play Booths, Refreshments, Beano, Grounds Equipped with Amplifying System, Thousands of Colored Lights

WILLOW ST. MARKET

"GOOD CLOTHES"
NUNN-BUSH SHOES
ROCKLAND, ME.

Gilley & Duncan. Props.
Specializing in Heavy Western Beef.
Native Pork and Poultry
Groceries and Vegetables
Lowest prices in city Free Delivery
ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 1230

Compliments of

ABRAM W. NYE

GREGORY’S

AUGUST 10, 11, 12, 1933

Garage—Repairs of AU Kinds
Tires and Tubes. Spring Work
Manufacturers of Paper Makers Felt TEL. 585
ROCKLAND. ME.
CAMDEN. ME.
Portland TeL Forest 10269
Bath Tel. 767-M
Rockland TeL 65
Compliments of

THURSDAY
1.30
2.30

KNOX WOOLEN CO.

GEO. E. ALLEN AGENCY

DOYLE’S EXPRESS

INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE DaUv service between Portland, Bath,
Rockland, Camden. Wiscasset, Dam
Hervey C Allen
ariscotta, Waldoboro, Warren
Local and I-ong Distance Trucking
Compliments of
Lv. Camden 7 am. Lv. Portland 5 pm.

Camden Garage and
MACHINE SHOP
W. C. Howe, Prop
CAMDEN, ME.

KENNEDY’S-

Gifts, Stationery, Kodaks and Films
Hand Colored Views, Local View
J«adquarters for Ice Cream, Soda and
Post Cards
Milk Shakes, New Salted Peanut Ma
chine Cooks 'em and Keeps 'em Hot
THE STUDIO SHOP
CAMDEN. ME.
ROCKPORT. ME.

Sanitary Barber Shop
Betty’s Beauty Shop
Frederic's Permanent Wave $6 50
Over Boyntons Pharmacy
TEL 2619_______ CAMDEN. ME.

Compliments of

JIM DOND1S AND SON
__________PHILIP
Open from 6 to I A. M.

LOWE BROTHERS PRODUCTS

L. P. QUAN
Former chef of U SB Mayflower dur
ing Hardtng&Coolidge administration
Narragansett Hotel Dining Room
American Food and C hop Sucy
Everything For Making Music
at the

KENT’S, Inc.

Don’t Miss

2.30
3.30
7.00
8.15
9.00

TESSIE
and JACK
Thursday

Evening

9.45
10.45

Fuller’s Motor Express

MRS. P. J. GOOD

R. M. DAVIS
Atwater Kent and Philco Radios
Electrical Supplies
>6 WASHINGTON, ST.. CAMDEN
Tel.—Store 2005; Residence 2036

Carl M. Benson. Prop.
Delicious Home Cooked Meals and
Lunches
IM> M AIN ST ROCKLAND TEL 915W

TRADE AT

PERRY’S

ROCKI.ANI). ME.

“Everything to Eat”

PRINCE’S

CUTLER’S
Woman’s Shop
369 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

HEALD’S SPA

COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
WEST ROCKPORT, ME.
AND DECORATORS
Chicken Barbecue 25, Chicken Jumble
Daily delivery In Rockport
10c, Light Lunches, Ire Cream, Filling
TEL 796
CAMDEN, ME.
Station, Taxi Service. Garage

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.
The Prescription Pharmacy
CAMDEN. ME.

kennethTTreen

Compliments of

HATCHET MT. CAMP
FOR BOYS
Phil Jones

Compliments of

OPTOMETRIST
CLEVELAND BLOCK, CAMDEN, ME.

THURSTON OIL CO.

Safe. Fast. Economical Transportation

EASTERN GRAIN CO.

Camden, Rockland,
Thomaston Bus Line

C. H. Merrifield, Mgr.
Dealers in Flour, Corn, Oats, Cotton
seed Meal, Mill Feed; Dragon Portland
W H. Tolman, Owner and Manager
Cement; Pressed Hay and Straw
Park SL, Near M.C.R.R. Sta. TeL 746
Compliments of

Compliments of

Camden Auto Sale* Co.

From the Air

ROCKLAND, ME.

Rockport Hardware Co.

CAMDEN, ME.

Cedar Crest Overnight Cabins

MILLER’S GARAGE

W. F. WINSLOW
See Rockport

Compliments of

Studley Furniture Co.

Dealers in Coal, Wood. Ice, Cement
Hardware, Glass, Paints, Oils,
Varnish
Agents for Old Lehigh Co. Coal
CARLETON BLOCK.
ROCKPORT

Fine Shoe Repairing

Used Cars
Bath Room. Shower Baths, Electric
Lights, Community Kitchen, Cabins ________ ROCKLAND, ME,________
Heated. Stoves and Garage
A B Bennett. Prop. Tel. 730
O. W. CARROLL
115 ELM ST..
CAMDEN. ME. Wholesale Dealer Cattle, Beef. Lamb
Open day and night from April 20 to
Veal .inti Port
Dec. 1—Ring Bell
________ ROCKVILLE. ME.________
Compliments of
Chandler’s Pharmacy

in a Seaplane

1 Cent per pound

Burpee Furniture Co.

7.15
8.15
9.15
9.45
10.00
10.45

Outboard Motor Boat Regatta. Gannett Trophy
Races.
Band Conceit.
Priscilla Tobin, Tap Dancer.
Illuminated Boat and Yacht Parade.
Vaudeville that will thrill you.
Musical Treat.
World’s Fair Prize or Cash Announcement.

NOW
“On your way to the postoffice"
6 CHESTNUT STCAMDEN. ME.
BOATS FOR SALE “
DIAL 2089
If you are in the market for boats of
Prescriptions, Complete Drug Service
any kln^—come to

W. A. Harviile or E. E. Davie*
TEL. 684 or 2037

CAMDEN, ME.

mtcrmvford
Lawyer
CAMDEN, ME.
Compliments of

DR. H. V. TWEED1E
ROCKLAND. ME.
Use Three Crow Brand Products
Absolutely Pure

JOHN BIRD COMPANY
ROCKLAND, ME.

Auspices of the Senior Class and Alumni Association Educational Fund of Rockport High School

F. J. WILEY
CHILDREN UNDER 12 FREE

ADMISSION 25 CENTS

STREET PARADE!

4 UNION ST.,
CAMDEN, ME.
Fertilizers, Grain. Flour, Feed,
Groceries
Goods delivered free of charge.
Dial 475

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
5c, 10c AND 25c STORE
ROCKLAND. ME.
Store of Outstanding Values

CAMDEN, ME.

DR. W. L. DICKENS
Compliments of

R. W. BUZZELLCO.

A “New Deal” in Hotel Rotes!

Vinalhaven & Rockland
Steamboat Co.

LIMBER AND BUILDERS' SUP
PLIES, PAINTS AND VARNISHES

ROOM WITH'PRIVATK BATH

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKPORT, ME.

d£ —

$9.50

SJ

$Q

per day

Highland Square Garage

Goods Delivered. Supplies for Yachts

Largs, delightful rooms. Sleep-producing quiet Careful manage
ment inaurea atmosphere of refinement and security. 1001 loca
tion. Famous, delicious Bristol meals at the very lowest prices.
BREAKFAST FROM 20« • LUNCHEON FROM Mt • DINNER FROM tOt

Hotel BRISTOL
I ZB-135 Went 48th Street

Just Beet of Broadway

a

Carleton, French & Co.
GAS, OIL AND ACCESSORIES
Next the Village Green,
CAMDEN
Groceries, Fruit, Meats, Vegetables
GENERAL
REPAIR
WORK
Fine Moto" Cars, Radios and
Crockery and Kitchen Utensils
Refrigerators
CAMDEN, ME.
ROCKPORT, ME. TEL. 461
Service that will please you Tel. 460 TEL. 702
ACHORN’S
R-OWN ICE CREAM Served exclu
Whatever you wish that's correct in
sively at the Carnival Booths
fashion for summer wear you'll find
It's the Best—Manufactured by
at Achorn's. You’ll find all the new
est styles and smartest fashions
Rockland Produce Co.
throughout the store.
G. W. ACHORN & CO.
TEL. 215
ROCKLAND, ME.
The Quality Store

FRO-JOY
The Finer Ice Cream
Always Your Favorite Flavor
A Product of National Dairy

J. C. CURTIS, Inc.

CAMDEN, ME.

No additional charge when occupied by two pertont

White Flannel Trousers,
85.00
Everything For Band and Orche»tra
Enos E. Ingraham Co.
Music, Acces ories, Repairs; World's
White Duck Trousers,
$1 00, $1.50
White Broadcloth Shirts. $1.00, $1.50 TEL CAMDEN 2050;
ROCKPORT
largest Manufacturers
White Duck t aps.
50c. $1.00 Dtotrtbutorg g. g. Pitrce specialties
Tennis Shoes for the whole family
C. G. CONN
Finest Quality Meats, Groceries,
Sutler Hotel Bldg- BOSTON, MASS.
HASKELL & CORTHELL Fruits,
Vegetables
Dally Delivery

CAMDEN.MF..

FRANK W. GOULD
Watchmaker
MOUNTAIN ST,

CAMDEN, ME.

SIM'S SANDWICH SHOP
After the dance and after the ahow,
happy people go to
Ask Anybody—Entering Park SL

SIM’S SHOP
________ ROCKLAND, ME.________

ROCKPORT ICE CO.
Fancy Groceries, Meata and
Provisions
DIAL 476________ ROCKPORT, ME.

Compliments of

J. A. BROWN
Trucking, Fitted Wood, and Ice
CAMDEN, ME.

DRINK

GRANITE ROCK SODAS
at the High School Booths at
ROCKPORT CARNIVAL AND
REGATTA
ATWATER KENT RADIOS
PAINTS AND VARNISHES
PAINTING CONTRACTORS

J. A. KARL & CO.

HARDWARE, PAINTS AND OILS ________ ROCKLAND, ME.
A Compiste Line of Sporting Goods
F. E. MORROW
The Store Where Good Sports Trade

New Yerk City

"A Hotel of Character and Diatinction"

W. D. HEALD

MARKET

M. W. SPEAR
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING
ROCKPORT, ME.

Zelma Dwinal
CAMDEN, ME.

1.30

GREEN GABLES

Compliments of

Tel. Connection
Compliments of the Managers of the Marine Engines
BAY. VIEW STCAMDEN, ME.
Camden and Rockland
A. & P. STORES
Compliments of

Talbot Insurance Agency

SATURDAY

Compliments of

at the High School Booths at
ROCKPORT CARNIVAL AND
REGATTA

Electrician. Electric Wiring and
Servicing
TEL 660
CAMDEN, ME.

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN. ME. _______

GRANITE ROCK SODAS

Compliments of

ROBERT R. SMITH

Compliments of the
E. P. LAMB
ROCKLAND AWNING CO Machine Shop and Marine Railway

Free Delivery
Between Camden and Rockland

FARREL COMPANY, Inc.

Newbert’s Restaurant

THE CORNER DRUG STORE

Camden Farmers’ Union

AYER’S MARKET

Compliments of
,
Wholesale and RetaiL Genuine Elec
RALPH
P.
FOWLER
trical Parts. Perfect Circle Rings,
Dealer in Wayne Feeds
Champion Spark Plugs at
700
MAIN
ST.,
ROCKLAND. ME.
13 MAIN ST-____ ROCKLAND, ME.
DRINK

CAMDEN DRUG CO.

CAMDEN, ME.

FORD SALES AND SERVICE
33 WASHINGTON ST.
CAMDEN
Harriet Sukeforth, Prop.
Beauty Craft in all its Branches
Stonington Furniture Co.
Permanent Waving, $4, $5, $6 50
Atlantic and Household Range*
TEL 2075
Everything for the Home
27 MAIN ST.,_______ CAMDEN. ME.
________ ROCKLAND. ME.________

Pajama Parade.
Mutt Parade. Novelties to please kiddies.
Band Concert.
Priscilla Tobin, Tap Dancer.
Larry Saunders and Company. Sensational
Trapeze Artists do daring stunts 110 feet in air.
Grand Display of Fireworks.
World’s Fair Prize or Cash Announcement.

CAFE DE LUXE

Trunk. Baggage Transfer a Specialty
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
Two Trips Daily, Rockland & Camden _________ CAMDEN. ME._________
Clyde Fuller. Prop.
Compliments of
CAMDEN. ME._________

DR. LONG

The Eugene Beauty Salon

FRIDAY

Wholesale and Retail
“Everything for the Automobile”
MAINE MUSIC STORE
C all at our C arnival Booth
583-585 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME. ________ROCKLAND, ME.________
Compliments of

Quality & Service. All Home Cooking Rockland Marble & Granite
Mrs. Louise Dunbar, ProbWorks
I MAIN ST.,________ CAMDEN, ME.
W. H. Glendennlng. Prop.
Tela. House 2494 Office, Jamieson s 20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
Garage 2070
Compliments of

Compliments of

CAMDEN, ME.
Entertainment As You Like It
Matinee at 2. Evenings at 7 and 8.45
»
Balaony 25c

CAMDEN, ME.

Tel. 340

TIBBETTS HARDWARE
Sporting Goods
(iontracting and Building

6.15
7.15
8.30
9.00
10.45

Compliments of

CAMDEN & ROCKLAND
WATER CO.

COMIQUE THEATRE

BROWN’S MARKET

Canoeing Events.
Swimming Events (entries from all over New
England) Novelty Camp Stunts (Boys and
girls’ Summer Camps invited).
Gigantic Street Parade.
Band Concert.
Priscilla Tobin, Tap Dancer.
Tessie the Typist and Jack.
World’s Fair Prize or Cash Announcement.

CROCKETT’S GARAGE

ROCKPORT, ME.
CAMDEN. ME. Automobile Repairing, Cars Painted
TEL. 448
CAMDEN, ME.

REXALL
REXALL
A Gaud Drug Store for Everybody

KNIGHT BROS.
FISH. MEATS. GROCERIES
Prompt Del. Service Quality Goods
65 PARK ST. ROCKLAND TEL, 475

COMMERCIAL PRINTING
AND STATIONERY

33 MAIN ST-

ROCKPORT

iSuccessor to O P Chapin*
PLUMBING AND HEATING
CAMDEN'. ME.
Office. 6 Bay View SL Tel. 530
Residence 22 Pearl St. Tel 626

QUALITY BAKERY
BREAD, CAKE, PASTRY
TEL DIAL 458
CAMDEN. ME.

ELMER L. JOHNSON

The Megunticook Press

Given to the Holders of the Correct Admission Tickets to the

CAMDEN. ME.

ROCKLAND. ME.

P. G. WILLEY & CO.

— ----------

FORREST L. SPEAR

Wholesale Distributors of
HARDESTY PEERLESS FLOUR
"Standard of the World'1

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

Knox County's Leading Dept. Store
233 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAND, ME. Everything in Ready To Wear. Fine TEL. 10-2
LINCOLNVILLE, ME.
LEWISTON, ME. Furs, Upholstery. Mattresses, Lino
17 PARK ST.,
leums. Fur Storage. We give S. A II.
"When Better Milk is Pro
Discount Stamps.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Three Trips to the World’s Fair!

CAMDEN HERALD
BAY VIEW ST.,

Everything For The Office
Desks. Safes. Filets, Chairs. Mimeo
graphs, Rubber Stumps, Printing

Headquarters for marine equipment,
boats, motors and fittings for Camden You’ve Tried the Rest; Now
and vicinity. The latest models of
outboard boats and motors. Including
Try the Best
Johnson Sea Hors? Motors. Johnson
outboard boats, Ludington Runabouts
and Racing Craft and many others.
JERSEY MILK
When you need anything in boat,
motor, yacht or motorboat supplies
give us a call.
AND CREAM
TEL. 464___________ CAMDEN. ME.

duced it will he by Jerseys”

CRANE’S

51 st Street at 7th Avenue

A. L. ANDERSON

McDougall-Ladd & Chandler

KNOX COUNTY TRUST
COMPANY

Morticians

COMPLETE HOUSE FURNISHER

TEL. 524

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, August 3, 1933

nT'Te Fight

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
THREE TIMES A WEEK
,
TUESDAY,
THURSDAY, SATURDAY

Jeweler, Optometrist
CAMDEN, ME.

C. E. RHODES
MACHINE CO.
Automobile Repairing

and Supplies

Circulation 6500

You Are Invited To Be Guest Of

85% of it in the district of which
Rockland is the Trading Center

Firestone Tires

MAINE’S MOST BEAUTIFUL TOWN

$3.00 a year

Gas and Oil

Book and Job Printing

ROCKPORT-BY-THE-SEA

School Printing a Specialty
,.p»

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKPORT, ME.

(

